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Preface 

Since. the work of James Lane Allen is now finished and no 

complete study of it has been made, it has seemed woxth while 

to give attention to his contri-butions to AmeriQan ·literature 

and to make an attempt to estimate their permanent worth in 

so far as that may be possible of a contemporary writer. with 

that end in view the rollowing paper has been prepared. It 

is based on a reading of' all o:r J\.llen 's works {with the ex-

ception of Chimney Corner Graduates), and of such or his con-

tributions to periodicals and of such biographical ana critical 

material concerning him as has been available in both the 

University of Kansas Library and in the Lawrence Public Library. 

Because of the intense subjectivity of the author more attention 

has been given to an account of his life and personality and 

their reaction upon his writing than would otherwise have been 

done. 

I wish to express my sincere gratitude to Dr. J. H. Nelson 

for his helpful advice and guidance in the study ana ror his 

kindly criticism; I am also inde-bted to him :t'or the use of books, 

~or his biography of Allen in m~nuscript rorm (to be published 

in The DictionarY- of Amer)..oap.J3_i_Qg~_~J1.hzJ, i and :Lor valuable 

correaponctence concerning Allen. I am deeply gratefUl to other 

members o:e the English department ror · their kindly interest, 

and to Mrs. Clark and other librarians who ha·:--e so generously 

given their assistance. 

Lawrence, Kansas, 

June 10, 1927. 

L. E. H. 
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CHAPTER I 

Biographioal Sketch 

Few authors have avoided publicity as has James Lane 

Allen, and yet few have infused their own personality 

more oompletely into their writings. Many of his works, 

in faot, are so intensely personal that they seem auto-

biographical. .h1rom them a.lone a reader may come to know 

the author fairly well. un the other hand, if he has a 

background or actual facts by which he may interpret the 

knowledge o:r the author he thus gains, his works become 

more meaningful. Therefore, it seems aavisab1e·as a pre-

liminary step to a study of Allen and to an understanding 

and appreciation of his works, to take into account the 

facts of his life, his inheritance, his achievement, his 

attitudes and his ideals. 

As yet no complete biography of Allen has. been pub-

lished, although numerous sketches of his life have appear-

ed from time to time. The present chapter represents an 

attempt to set fort.h such in:rormation as may be gathered 

from a.11 .. available sources. Since the accessible facts about 

him are meager, even trivial incidents are considered in the 

hope that they may thro~ some light on the personality of 
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( 1) 
the man. 

(2) 
James Lane Allen was born on a :rarm near Lexington, 

Kentucky, December 21, 1849, the seventh and youngest child 

of Richard and Helen Foster Allen. On both sides of 

the family he ca.me of Revolutionary and pioneer stock. 
' On his father's. side he was descended from Virginia 

pioneers who traced their ancestry back to the landed 
(3) 

gentry o±· England. His mother was Helen Foster, a native 

(1) The best available accounts or A;I.len's life are 
1·ound in J. B. Henneman 1 s Shakespearean and Other Papers, 
llb-67; The Library o:r Southern Literature, I, 41-61,_ by 
I. F. Marcosson; The Dictionary·o:r American Biography-, I, 
(~to:;be;: 1puolishe('.l soonf; section on James Lane Allen, by 
J. H. Nelson; .. The. Atlantic Monthly, 7:1: 104-110, by Edith 
Baker Brown; The Bookman, I, ~03-5, by Nancy Huston Banks; 
and Current Literature, 22:35-7. Valuable material has 
~lso been round. in a manuscript sketch of Allen by Mr ... ¥. 
~· Cassidy, in several unpublished letuers of Allen, ana 
in personal ietters belonging to Dr. J. H. Nelson from 
Mr. M. A. -Cassidy and M.r. J. T. u. Noe o:r, Lexington, 
Kentucky," from.Mr. G. F. Granberry, Allen's literary ex-
ecutor, o:r New York City, and ~rom others. In addition 
a !·aw :tragmentary facts ·have been gleaned trom the pre- · 
races ana aea.icati.ons ,pf .Allen's works, from the intro-
ductory paragraphs of his article on H. M. Alden in ~ 
Bookman, oO: 330-6, :rrom autobiographical passages in 
The Blue Grass Region, and from notes and comments in 
various magazines, especially The Critic. 

(2) T4e subject of this sketch is to be distinguished 
:rrom his Chicago couiutiif' James Lane Allen, .a lawyer and 
a writer also, both of Kentucky and both namesakes of an 
uncle, Confusion of the two as authors gave rise to a 
curious squabble between them, not altogether friendly 
on the part or the Chicago Allen, who resented the ract 
that his4 cousin on entering the literary profession also 
signed his full name to his writings (The Orit~e, lU: 
116, lbb, 192). ' . -

(3) ~roof of this :ract is round in a recent repro-
duction of The London Times, according to a statement in 
The Bookman, l: 30i>-b. 
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of Mississippi,, who .o~e. :trom sturay, l'ennsylvania ~cotch

Irish stook. She was a woman of culture ana rexinement 

and of an .artistia temperament. She was married to 

Hi.chard Allen at the· age. of ±i±teen and brought a. fortune 

to 'Sdd to the already.great wealth or the Allen family • 

. Much or this wealtht however, was lost througn mis-

management befol:"e, 1i.b.e biruh o:t 1ihe author. 

A..1.len pri0.!30. him~eli_upon his ancestryt eapeciaJ.J.y 

that on his xather's siae. The Allens, moreover, were not 

·only descendea. from Virginia stock but they were related 

by blooa and,~ marriage to many o:t the ":rirat zamiliea o:r 

) Virginia," people ox dis'\i1nction a.no. historio xame. Among 

these were the Maa1sons,. 1ihe ~aynes,. the Johnso·ns, the 

Lanes, the uonyers,. the OJ..ays, many.or whom also migrateo. 
(l) 

to.Kentucky. Thus his. xamily represented 1ihe o~s1i blood 

o± Keni;uoK:y--tlle gentleman-iarmer class. lie himself 

desoribed them as the blue grass Kentuakians, "descendants 

o:f those hardy, high-spirited, picked Englishmen," whose 

absorbing passion was the ownership or land and the 
( 2) 

pursuits and p1easures.ot rural life close to the soil. ~ 

(l) Colonel William Payne was the first of the family 
to emigrate to Kentucky. According to a tradition borne 
out by Oollin'a History, he once struck Washington in a 
quarrel and reoeivad an apology from him on the following 
day (The Bookman, l: 30~-5). Among the Johnsona was 
Richard Jo6naon, Vice President af the United States, 
1837-1841. He was.a.Colonel in the war of 1812 and is 
said to have shot and.killed Tecumseh in the Battle of 
the Thames. (Current Literature, 22:35). Allen refers to 
both incidents in ~he Blue Grass Region, ~7~8, but makes 
no mention of names. 

(2) The Blue Grass Region, P• 36. 



It, .. was doubtl.esa this inheri tad passion 'G~at led Riahard 

Allen. great grandfather to the author, to cross the 

Alleghanies and to brave the perils and hardships of 

pioneer life that he might esta·blish a home in the 

beauti:ruJ. blue grass region or Kentuaky. Here :for three 

generations berore the author's time the Allens had 

been pa.rt of a landed aristocracy, if one may speak of 

such in America. Bor on.his mother's side did Allen have 

any oauae to be ashamed or his heritage. If her family 

was not so aristocratic, ,it represented at least a stout, 

induatrioua,,independant people who had migrated from 

Pennsylvania to Mississippi. 

Of the sturdy .American spirit of these forefathers 

Allen was intensely proud. He was proud o:r the part ·they 

had taken in helping to round an indep.endent government 

on this continent and in their pioneer efforts to extend 

civilization westward beyond the early :trontiers. His 

own great grand:father had shown his indepenaent spirit 

and his liberal v~ews by being the tirst·to establish a 

~ree ahurah in America. donating the Land and building 
. . ' . ( l.) 

the church which was uedicated to ~reedom of worship. 

TAe,raoial qualities o~ his ancestors may be seen 

also in Allen... . Re had the same sturdy seriousness, the 

(l) The church called uRepubliaan~, is still used 
by al.l denominations. (ms• artiole by. M• A. Oasaidy). 



independent spirit, the grim determination to overcome ob-

stacles, the love or the outdoors. Combined with these 

Angle-~axon traits was a Celtic inheritance from h:i.S mother's 

side--a love ror the beautiful in art and lire, a certain element 

of mysticism, and a delioaoy o:r :reeling. Thus there seemed 

to be happily blended in him the realistic and the ideal, 

the· scientitio and the artistic, the practical and the 

theoretical; and the stern ruggedness of his nature was some-
... 

what tempered by a sensitiveness to beauty and spiritual 

values in li1·e. 

If Allen was fortunate in his ancestry, he was ~qually 

so in his environment. His home was looated in the 

beautirul blue grass country, a region famous for its 

loveliness of scenery and its delightrul harmonies or 
( 1) 

field and sky. Not only was he surrounded by this beauty 

of outdoors but circumstances favored the development 

in him of a love for it. As a ohild he was thrown much 

on his own resources xor amusement, since there were no 
congenial children in the neighborhood. Yet he was 

neither unhappy nor lonely. Un the contrary, he learned 

to rind companionship in the wild lixe about him. He 

(l) Allen's home was located on the old Parker Mill 
Road five miles rrom Lexington. He vividly describes 
the house as the home of Adam Moss in A Kentucky Cardinal 
and Aftermath. The house .still stands today, though 
Silvia's arbor has rotted away. Views of both may be 
found in The Bookman, 12: 154-62 and ~2: 360•70. The 
former contains also a view of Al.len's birthplace, later 
destroyed by fire. 
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Re .became famili~r with the_ birds,_ the flowers, and all 

living things in wood and field. This intimate 

aoqua.intanoe was owing in_ part to his.own inoJ.ination and 
-, 

in part to the infJ.uence ·of his mother, ·who was herself 
( J.) 

a lover o~ nature and haa been from childhood. She 

stimUlated in him a love for the outdoors and encouraged 

him to train his powers of observation. She often 

accompanied him on long rambles over the beautif'Ul. wood-

land pastures and along the streams. Thus he came to 

know nature in all its phases; and more than that, he 

developed.a. deep love ana reverence :ror it and a keen 

appreciation of its beauties. Being a somewhat meditative 

disposition, his isolation tended to develop in him a 

love for solituae and musing on nature. This faot, 

though it resulted in a shyness and seserve whioh re-.... 

mained.with him, led to a deepening of his passion :ror 

nature and was an important factor in his preparation 

as a writer of :t'iction with a strong nature element. 

Ria delight in ~he beauties of his surroundings and 

the las.ting impression made upon. his mind by them he 

revealed years later in a letter to a friend -in Kentucky, 

in.which he touches almost sentimentally µpon the scenes 

{l)_Allen dedicated A Kentuok;y,Cardinal and A:rtermath 
to his mother, "who in ohi.Ldhood used to stand at the 
windows of .her room and watch ror _the oardinal amon3 the 
snow-buried cadars. 11 
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o:r his childhood: ."You.speak of passing.my. old home, If 

you oould have .seen it when I. was a boy: Wide, long 

porohes . nearly all round the house; benches, ahairs, · 

cedars, grapevines; all out-doors, yard, garden, lawn, 
.; 

.~ 

O the orahard, vineyard, flowers, shrubs, and birds. 
(1) 

birds that sang.their delectable notes into my boyhood!" 

A.gain in.another letter acknowledging the girt of 

a cane made from. the limb of a tree whose top shaded a 

window o:r his boyhood room, he wrote: "That cane, that 

Wal.king cane, that staf~ of living green! 

•••••• That spruce! and its fellow on the other side of 

the front por.oh! I saw them planted when I was just old 

enough to see and remember. I watohed them, impatient.Ly, 

grow year by year. And a thousand times ~ have thought 

o~ them in these absent days and wondered about them and 
(l) . 

their fate." It is not strange that this ~oy in the 

birds and. fJ.owers and trees, and this sensitiveness to 

living things, awakened in youth, shou.ld grow into that 

deep and sympathetic love xor nature which iater so 

pervaded Allen's writings. 

Another interest displayed early in his.life was his 

great love for books. ~he story is told that his first 

aaquaintanoeship with them was with a oaae of old ones 

in the garret, among which was a.Bible bound in ~aded 

(1) Unpublished letters to M. A• Cassidy. 
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morocco and a small Testament, both filled with frightful 

pictures which held him by a sort of horrible ~ascination. 

Later he is said to have been introduced with dramatic 

intensity to Lalla Rookh by an "ancient cousin in spectacles 

and corkscrew curls, with flashing eyes, false teeth, and 

wrinkled :race.u .This book became his favorite companion 

as a child and when he was old enough to be put· on a bag 

of' corn and sent to mill, he took it with.him and begged 

that the bag should not be filled too f'ull in order that he 
{1) 

might be able to read without :rear of sliding orf. 

It was to his mother, however, that he was largely in-

debted both for his knowledge of books and for his love for 

them. He had but li~tle formal instruction previous to 

his academia training--only a year or two at a ooun~ry 

achool before the opening o:f the Civil War. . Yet his mo.th.er 

taught him at home and encouraged him to read poetry, 

legendary romance, and history. She had a love for the 

best in literature and often quoted to him her favorite 

:passages from the English poets. Doubtless, many- happy 

hours mother and son spent together with their reading, 

either from the ~ew books in their own home or from the 

circUlating library of Lexington, upon which they were 

largely dependent for their .reading material; and 

(1) Bookman, l: 303-5. 
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doubtless, too, here were the beginninga.o:r that ta.ate 

for literature which ied him.later to adopt it as a. 

pro:feaaion. 

As a youth his reading was confinea largely to Milton, 

Wordsworth, Coleridge, and ~omson. He afterward said 

that the gloom and dignity of these contemplative poets, 

combined with.his already intense seriousness, developed 

through his love of solitude and his brooaing over 

·nature, made him "of a severe and melancholy turn or 

mind," the impress of which is disoarnible in ~he White 

.2.2.!1 and Sister Dolorosa and others of his earlier 

works. It is worth noting that in youth he is said to 

have had a profound contempt for the novel and to have 

aspired to write poetry or to be a practical benefaotor 
. { 1) 

of some wonderful kind. 

To his mother also, who was almost his sole oompa.nion 

in these early years, he was much indebted for the 

development of his spiritual nature. Her gentle spirit 

and refinement, . her high ideals, and her religious :rai th 

exerted a po-Gent in:t:luance on him. Sha gave him 

religious training and cuJ.tivated in him those spiritual 

qualities whioh dominated his nature and his writings. 

It was her hope that he should choose a pro±ession and 

play an honorable part in the wor1d•s progress. She 

( 1) Our rent Literature, 22: 35-7. 
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early inspired him with an ambition to do something geeat, 
( 1) 

something of lasting benefit to his fellowmen. It was her 

influence, doubtless, during those impressionable years, 

that was responsible for muoh of the seriousness found 

later in his writings, for the high ideals of conauct and 

living, for the sensitiveness to the finer things o:r lire. 

The quiet, happy, seoluded li:re of Al-len' s boyhood 

was rudely interrupted by the o-oming o:r the war. To his 

family, as to others, it meant hardships and privations. 

The father and the two oldest sons enlisted in the 

Confederate army, and the second son and the father for 

a time suffered political banishment. Lane, as Allen 

was familiarly known, was only twelve years old at the 

opening of the war, and like other country boys, put in 

long hard days at work on the farm. ~vhat the war meant in a 

mental or spiritual way to one with as sensitive a nature 

as his he has never reve'aled directly. Perhaps he had 

some of his own experiences in mind when he drew the strik-

ing contrast in circumstances before.and after th~.war 

i~ the life o:f Gabriella in The Reign o:f Law. Certainly 
i 

he must have been much impressed by the changed conditions, 

the poverty, the hardships, the disorganization attendant 

upon the war and the years immediately following. He 

(1) Current Literature, 22: 35-7. · 
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was old enough to remember himself something of plantation 

life and sooial conditions before the war •. During his 
/ 

most impressionable years he saw the changes come.and 

realized personally the hardships that they brought. He 

doubtless heard from his eiders of the better times or 

the n:reudal South" until that period came to take on a 

certain :tasoination and glamor with the passing 0£ the 

yea.rs. !'his probably accounts :tor the chivalrous spirit 

found later in much or his writing, for the gallantry 

of his men and the beauty and refinement ox his women, 

and for the aristocratic atmosphere that invests much of 

the.homelire in his fiction. It led him to over-iuealize 

the past and to hold an exalted idea of its glories and 

grandeur. 

With the opening ox the ·schools aiter the war, Allen 

at the age ox seventeen, entered the acaaemy o:r Tran-
( l) 

sylvania College. in Lexington. Two ye_ars later he entered 

(l) Transy·lvania Oollege, originally known as· Tran-
sylvania University, was xounded in Lexington· in 1798, the 
t.irst "O:t the important ool.Leges. in the West. In 1866 when 
tli.e Morr11r.Act.was passed the legislature of Kentucky 
turned.the state :tunda over to Transylvania University with 
the understanding that they were to be used :ror the C1e-
part.men1is o:r Agriou.J.ture and.Engineering and that the name 
o~ the institution was to be ohanged to Xentuoky University. 
This continued untiJ. 1878, when .the state repealed the Aot 
and established the.State College o~ A.grioulture and 
Meohanic Arts, out ox whioh .the present.University o:r 
Kentucky emerged. !l?ransylvania .. College continued under the 
name Kentucky University until l~Oo when the name ~ran
eylvania was resumeo.. In l9lfi the title was maae Tran-
sylvania College. which is still retained. (Letters o:r 
Jt1rank Mc Vey, President of Univ. · of Ken. and Clarence Freeman, 
Prof. of Eng., Transylvania College). 
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the college, then known. as Xentuaky University, walking 

the distance back and forth :from his country home. Life 

during that period was a continuous struggle against 

poverty. Allen has since said that h4d he known the great 

sa.crifioe his :i:·ather was making to send him. to sohool he 

woUld have quit and gon~ to work. He himaelt au:rfered ror 

laak of necessities. While he was a· student in college 

he had no overcoat, .and :ro·r warmth in winter wore an old 

shawl belonging to his mother, and one winter he had no hat 
(l) 

e:x:oept an old .dilapi.dated. straw one •. Yet in spite o:t all 

handicaps he was graduated with honors in 1872. 

In the same year his :rather dieci, and he was left as 

the. sole support. of a. family of three. He seourea. a oounli.ry 

school at l!"ort Springs and began his teaching oareer. The 

next year. ·he taught Greek in .the high. sohool at Hiohmond, 

Missouri, and a year later he established a. private sahool 

at Lexington, Missouri. In 1876 he returned to Kentucky 

to b~coma.: .. tutor to a private family near Lexington, a 

position he held unti.L he was o:t:rarea. the prinoipa.1.ahip o:r 
.. / . 

the .A.os.demy o:t his Alma Mater. In l8BJ. he accepted. the 

chair ot La.tin.in Bethany.Oollege, . .Bethany, West Virginie., 

a position he held tor nearly two years. As a college 

professor he was said to have been popUlar, e.na had a:rter 

his oonnectl:on Yii th the college ceased ol:ten returned to 

(l) Ms. article o~ M. A. Cassidy. 



( J.) 
visit. or .to .Lecture. He resigned in the _spring. o:r 188~ to 

establish once more a private school, this.time at Le~ington, 

Kentucky, in the old Masonic Temple. 

This was his last experience as teacher. P~rhaps 

soho o.L life grew ir-ksome to him; perhaps he wished a 

broader rieid tor the development ot his powers; perhaps 

the lure o:r literature was greater than that o:r ·the school 

room. At any rate he cloSed the grammar school the next 

year and., declining the otfer of other professorships, hence-

forth devoted his li:Leto a literary career. 

Yet these twelve years had been valuable to him as a 

part of_ his preparation tor a writer. His scholastic train-

ing had from the_±irst been largely olassioal and literary, 

and his teaching had -led him into the same :rields. He had 

cont·1nued his s'tiudies during the time, reoei ving the degree 

of A.:M. :tram Transylvania College in.l.877 and an honorary 

A.M. from Bethany Oollege_inl880. ·:ae:seems a.tone time to 

have been interested in comparative philology and to have 

(l) ~he statement in the Bookman, 1:303-6, that Allen 
was asked to resign1to give pl.ace to a. clergyman is uis-
proved by a letter :rrom President Goodnight_ of Bethany 
Oollege. Re. expresses surprise at the rumor. He states 
that Allen was succeeded by a minister, Mr• .. w. H. Wool-
ery, who later became.president. Yet his letter intimates 
that. Allen was on f'riendly. _terms with the institution and 
on his return al.ways stopped at the home of the daughter 
of President £endleton, who was president auring Allen's 
term o:r. service, and that __ there had been a uniform note 
o:r pride in Allen and his work on.the part o:t the alumni. 
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considered. work in Johns Hopkins .. prepa.rat.ory. to study in 

Germany. But laok ot funds and perhaps a keener interest in 

literature led him. to give up the plan, which, nevertheless, 

is signixioant in that it shows his interest ~n language 

study and the inXluenoe it probably.had on his diction. Re 

is said to have been more or less.thoroughly familiar with 

Greek, Latin, .i'rench, German, Italian, and ~pan~sh. ·More-

over, he had beoome very much concerned With aoienti:fio 

studies auring these years. His training in na. ture study 

·from childhood had taught him to exercise his powers of 

observation and to look upon nature with the aoouraoy ox a 

scientist as well as with the sena1t1venees of an idealist. 

Now through the writings of Darwin, Huxley, and others he 

aev~loped a keen interest in man's place in nature, in hie 

origin, in the e:f:tect of heredity. ano..in other soientifio 

theories,.a :raot which had an important bearing later on 

his writing, especially on.his longer novels. 

Ris reading o:t literature, ~egun in childhood and much 

extended now in scope, was also. an important :raotor in his 

apprenticeship •. Jt'rom his .youth up it haa constituted a back-
, 

ground :ror hie thinking, .it had given him inspiration, and, 

though he later asserted that he had always been independent 
t l) 

in his writing, it must have ha.a.an in±luence upon his style 
I 

and diotion. His c~nstant allusions in his writings suggest 

(1) Preface to The Landmark. 
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a thorough acquaintance with classical literature, English 

·and American authors, as well as with the French and German 

writers o:r the nineteenth century. Mention has already 

been made of his love :ror.the contemplative poets. Shake-

s~eare was also a favorite, as were Tennyson, Keats, and 
(1) 

the Victorian novelists, especially George Eliot and Hardy; 

and among the French, Balzac and George Sand. American 

authors who seemed to inter·est him most belqng to the early 

part of the century--Irving, Hawthorne, and Thoreau. Not 

only was he familiar with literature itself, but he also 

knew the critics of ·the time. That he was now reading with 

discrimination is shown by the ract that many of his early 

contributions to the magazines were of ·a critical nature. 

Doubtless too he was .doing much praotice work during his 

teaohing years, writing and eestroying, with an occasional 

~ontribution to the periodioa1s. Hence, he oame to his 

profession with mature powers and an intellectual training 

(1) When asked by the New York Times in 1914 :ror a 
list of six best·novels, Allen expressed his· inability to give 
an opinion, but gave the rollowing list as one that would 
naturally come to one's mind: Vanity Fair, David Copperfield, 
The Heart of Midlothian, Adam Bede, Tess of the D'Urbervilles, 
and !rhe Scarlet Letter. He.speaks o:r them all as Victoriaill, 
"Hardy the last peak or the Victorian mountain range" and 
"Hawthorne a solitary, distant, New World spur OI the same 
range". Soott, though pre-lfiotorian, he oalls a true 
~iotorian, whose peasants and plain rolk are Hardy's peasants 
and plain folk and whose landscape is a rorecast of Hardy's 
use of it. Thus, he aaya, his group is a Victorian group 
and he is glad because of' the d:isparagement dealt out to 
the great Victorians by some "~esser living novelists and 
critics both in America and in England." (New York Times, 
Sept. 5, l~l4l • 
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and background at least equal, if not superior, to that of 

most or his oontemporaries. 

The next few years saw the beginningsof his literary 

efforts. From 1884 on, he contributed letters and articles 

of various kinds.to The :New York Evenins . ..eoat, The Oritio, 

Harper's, The Atlantio Monthly, The Century, Lippinoott's, 

and The Forum. Among them were critical sketches on 

Hawthorne, Keats, Pepys, Reine,. and Balzao; humorous essays, 

suoh as A New Year Act for. the Benefit of Authors, written 

somewhat in the vein of Irving; three poems, Midwinter in 

Harper's for Marah, 1884, The Rifled Hive in Lippinoott•s 

for September, 1884, and Beneath the Veil in The Atlantic 

Monthly tor September., l88ti; his, :first story, Too ·Much 

: :Momentum, in Harper's· for April, 1885, and a second, ~t 

·of an Old Stor:y, in imitation of Hawthorne's style, in.!,!!! 

Century for February, 1887. A aignificantartiale on 

Local Color, appearing in The Oritio ~or January ~. 1886, 

gave him some recognition in the iiterary world and 1a 

suggestive of the serious way in whiah he was making a 

study of his chosen art. 0 

DUring the years from 1884 to 1895 very little .is known 

of Allen's life. He evidently resided in Lexington most of 

that time, with occasional sojourns in Oinainnati, Washington, 

and New York City, and.one trip .abroad in l88b. Aooording 

to some accounts he reached New York City with a lead 

penail and a hundred dol.lars in his pocket, with no letter 
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(1) 
of introduction, and with almost no experience as an author. 

Doubtless this is an exaggeration, yet Allen himself later made 

reference to the time when n1, an empty-handed. stranger 

from the green Kentucky :p.astures, arrived· in New York on 
f 2) 

my li:re's adventure into literature. 11 How he supported 

himself' during this period can only be conjectured, ror 

certainly his signed contributions to periodicals were not 

suffmcient. · Perhaps he wrote many unsigned. During those 

"first groping and rather barfled years," as he called 

them, he must have known a struggle ±or success even more 

serious·than he had known before. Perhaps it was his 

own experiences then that suggested to him ,the whimsical 
(~) 

essay, A New Year Act for the Benefit of Authors. At 

least his patience and spirit of determination must have 

been tried many times. 

Tho~gh he had not settled in New York City permanently, 

he was ~ore and more looking to it as the literary center 

where he would eventually rind his place. Having gone 

there a stranger, ha soon gained friends. Among the rirst 

of these was Henry Mills Alden, editor ox Harper's, to 

whom Allen paid a belated tribute in The Bookman ror 
. ( 4) 

November-Deoembar, 1~19. "I se·e him as the one," said 

(1) Bookman, 1:303-5 and Current Literature, 22:35. 
(2) Henry ltlills .Alden,. Bookman, 00:330-6. 
(3)0ritio, 11:1~. y. • 

(4) At the request or the editor ox The Boolonan, Allen 
wrote this tribute to Henry Mills· Alden, editor OI Harper's 
whose death had occurred in uctober. · 
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Allen, J.ooking back upon those whohad influenoed .. his course, 

nwho, with a sign to me, walked to an unseen gate, pushed 

it open, and pointed to the onward road. 11 This act did 

have great signifiaanoe in AJ.len's ~uture career, for Alden 

showed him his lack of a definite field.and gave him a 

oommission :tor some ·articles on the. blue grass region, 

Aooordingly,. in Harper' a for ]'ebruary, 1886, appeared the 

:first sketch, !!!he Blue Grass Region of .Kentuoky, and for 

the next few years similar sketohes on kindred themes were 
published either in.Harper's or in The.Century. At 
intervals during the same years there appeared in the same 

magazines the six short stories, later ooJ.lected and 

pub.Lished as .li'lute and· Violin, and Other Kentucky Tales 

and Romances. J!'rom this time .on Allen had a definite :rield--

his own.native state. He continued.to use it as the soene 
of moat of his stories and became .widely known as its 

chief interpreter • 

. with the publication in 18:11 of Jfilute and Violin, and 

Other Kentuo'ky Tales and Homancea, and in lo~2 of The Blue 

Grass Region oz Kentucky, and other Xentuo1ty Articles hie· 

success was assured and his reputation as an author es-

tablished. He now sattied permanently in New York Oit1, and 
with the con:f:idence his success had brought him he became 

more ambitious and centered his attention upon novel writing, 

not returning to the short story again until later in life. 
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In the next year, ·1s~3, appeared John Gray, his :first novel, 

itself little more than a short story. Following it in 18~4 

was A Kentucky Cardinal and in 1896 both Aftermath and 
Summer in Aroady. Then oame the period of his more ambitious 

novels: !!!he Choir Invisible, an expansion of.John Gray, 

in 18~7, !he Reif of Law in l9uo, and The Mettle of the 
' (l . . 

Pasture in 190~. After an interval of six years there 

appeared the first two parts of a trilogy he had p1anned: 

The Bride of' the Mistletoe in ·'l;JO~ and The Doctor's 

Christmas Eve in 1910; the third part was never written. 

Thia was followed by !JJhe Heroine in Bronze in 1912, The 

Last Ohriatma.s Tree .in 19'.1.4, The ~Sword of Youth in Hilb, 
' . 

A Cathedral ~inger in 1~16, The Kentucky Warbler in 1918, 

·The Emblems of Fidelity in 191~, The Alabaster Box in 192~, 

and The Landmark in 1926, published posthumously. With 

the publication Of his early ~ovals his Xinancial struggles 

were over, ·and he gained recognition as an author both in 

this country and in J!•rance and England. Three o'f his norr els--

! Kentuolcy; Cardinal, The .. Choir. Invisible, e.nd The Reie. of 

~--became "best sellers." As a. reoognition o:f his sucoesa 

in the literary world Transylvania Oollege conferred upon 

him the degree of LL.D. in 1898 and Tulane university did 

the same in 1899 • 

.. ll) In 1900 Allen published one other work, Chimney 
Oorner Graduates, but the present writer has been unabie 
"Go see a copy. 
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In addition to his .. novels, many. of. which :rirst ran 

aerially in the magazines, he .still oontin~ed to make 

oooasional contributions to periodicals. Among thes~ were 

articles on his art--~wo ~rinciples in Recent American 

Fiction in The .Mrlantio Monthll for October, 18~7, and 

The Gentleman in American ~iotion in The Bookman xor 

November, l.91U; a poem writteli in free verse, on the 

Mantelpieoe, in.The.Bookman for September, l':Jl9; and an-

other group of short stories found in The Century, Harper's 

and The Bookman, some of ~hich were.included in his last 

volume, The Landmark. 

Allen evidently lived a quiet, seoluded, uneventful 

life in New York City. He avoided publicity in every way. 

In the early ··days of' his success ha. lectured and gave read• 

ings from his works, but it was most distastetu.l to him, 

and later ha constantly l"e:fused to do it. . He devoted the 

hours from nine to one eaoh day to writing--a prac·tice he 

is said to have oontinued almost.to the very end o:r his life. 

He wrote daJ.iberately,.and with in:Linite patience and ca.re, 

often rewriting and rereading ... He never dictated fiction. 

"There is a olo.se relation," he said, "between an author and 

his manuscript, and in passing through the mind of a third 

party the thought and relation seem to be separated from one. 

When an author reaches the end of his; story he is often 

confronted by two ideas. He wavers.and. weighs, and there is 



· nothing like a pencil and paper to aid in making the proper 
(lJ 

seleation~ 

A part o~ each day ha· spent with an invalid sister, who 

also lived in liewYork and to whom he gave his devoted 

attention. ~his partly explains why ha remained muoh at home. 

He ma.de one trip abroad again in 1896. He never returned 

to Xentuaky, a faat which seems strange, considering his 

intense !ove for his native state and his loyalty to it in 

his writing.. His .. reason he gave in a. letter to a. friend: 

."Think how many years have passed ainoe I was there and what 

changes hav~ taken. plaoe. My returning now would be li~e 

va1nly aiitempting to pass over into a vanished land; around 

me t'here wouJ..d be the desoJ.a.tion of perished things--this 

alone has kept me from even thinking ot coming back. Here 

I feel young; if onoe I went back I should realize how old 

I am. And, .then too I am perpetua~J.y busy in an effort to 

get something,done. ·1 am always.:reeling like the Irishman 

who said that 'ir he did not ~o something great before ·he 

died, it would be the death o:t him. Not .many writing yea1 .. s 
(2) . 

remain :tor me." !rhe 1a·tter statement indicates a.gain the 

seriousness with which he loo~ed upon his work. H~ was 

invited to return to speak .~t the unveiling of the Xing 
Solomon monument erected .. in Lexington, but was not present 

(l)Ourrent Literature, 20:106-7. 
{2)L~tter to M. A. Cassidy. 
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{l) 
to deliver the address whioh he prepared. 

Ria modesty and reserve and the cira'Ulllstanoes of his life 

kept him to a large extent'out ox public aativities. Yet 

among his circle of intitpate :friends he seems to have held 

a place ~:r high esteem and regard. Re and his close friend, 

Mr. G., F. Granberry, director of the Granberry Pia.no School, 

New York Oity, for the last twenty years o:r.Allen's li:re 

spent at leas·t one evening .together· eaoh week. discussing 

contemporary politias, music, literature, and especially 

· Alien 1 s plans fo11 his books, and reading aloud to each other 

all of his wo_rks written during that, time. Another 

diversion he permitted himself was a regUlar seat at the 

Metropolitan Opera each season, xor he was a great lover of 

music and had been from childhood. In publio affairs, 

though he took no active part, he was al.ways interested. His 

personal oorrespondenoe contained allusions to many 
nationally prominent men and.many observations on publio 

questions, and an oc~asional newspaper article or letter 

revealed hie opinions. 

(1) The monument erected to immortalize the eelf-
aaorifioe o:f an obscure hero was the resu.J.t o:r Allen's 
literary commemoration in the story, King.Solomon o~ Kentucky. 
The address, with the omission of the opening paragraphs 
rererring to the occasion, is printed in The Outlook, 
90:884-6. In the editorial note introducing the address is 
the following ambiguous statement which might lead the 
reader to think that Allen was present.: "The most interesting 
reature of the occasion was the reading of an address by 
Mr. Allen." However, both his friends, Mr. Cassidy and Mr. 
Noe, of Lexington, state that he not only was not present on 
~hat occasion but never returned to Kentucky after settling 
permanently in New York City in 1892. 
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During. his later years Allen.suxfered.muoh :from ill 

health, another excuse he gave his £riends for not return-
ing to Lexington. .His death occurred .iFebrusry 18, 1925, 
at the Roosevelt hospital, New York Oity, from collapse 
resulting from chronic insomnia. Rad he lived until December 
21, he would have been seventy~six years old. His body 
was· ta.ken to Lexington :ror burial in the Allen plot. His· 
sister, Mrs. Annie Adams Reed, his only near relative, 
stirvived him but two weeks. Allen was never married. 

Desiring that hi's wealth shoUld go.to some worthy 
cause and prnbably recalling his own struggles of his own ,· 

youth tor an education, he had provided in his wi~l that 
the bulk.of his estate shou.ld be given.to a Foundation of 

Youth for the· benerit of the children of Lexington. 
For some years the Lexington public a·chools have 

honored him by celebrating his birthday, December twenty-

:rirst, with a.ppropria:te ceramoI.lies. At the same time 

the Jamee.Lane Allen corner of the Lexington public library 
is made attractive for.the occasion. In the oorner hangs 
a life-size portrait o:f the author painted in 1912 by 

Orlando Reuland and presented to the library in February, 

1916, by the Lexington Chapter o~ the United Daughters o~ 
the Confederacy. Underneath this .is a glass case oonta.in-

ing letters and relics f'rom Allen. On his birthday his 

(1) Ms. article 01 M. A. Cassidy. 
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books are put here on display, as are also specimens o~ 

natui,e, such as filiowers and birds, which are mentioned in 

the books. ·In this way the city o:f Lexington honors· the 

man who more than any other writer has made Kentucky famous. 

In appearance Allen was taller than the average with 

something of a soldierly bearing, formai in his dress and 

immaculate in his appearance. He had dignity and poise 

combined with a ally reserve and kindliness o~ manner. To 

his friends he was always the knightly gentJ.eman, "the soul 

of chivalry." He is described by John Fox, jr., who was 

onoe his pupil, as "S~on ._~!1 type, tall, splendidly pro-

portione~, with.a magnificent head and. a strong, kindly face." 

"I know not," says Fox, "whether I admire him most :for his 
• t 

brain or for his heart,. his_. exquisite cultivation or his 
... 

greatness of soui. His manner is what all Southerners like 

to believe was the manner oI the typical Southern gentleman 
(l) 

of the old school." More than thirty years later, Mr• 

Granberry, friend of his New York days, paid tribute to his 

aharaoter in similar' terms, saying that Allen was "most 

dignified, formal, adhering strictly to .the high~st ideals 

of personal conduct_, extremely kind-hearted; inaocessible to 

'lion-hunters,' and entirely devoid of any ~eeling tor 
.. . {2} 
personal display." 

(l) J.B. Henneman: Shakespearean.and.Other Papers, 
p. 12b. 

(2) Letter of G. F. Granberry. 



CHAP~ER II 

Personality and Cast o~ Mind 

Allen,. the literary artist,.capital.ized to an unusual 

degree his own lif'e and tastes. The reserve in manner, 

conspicuous in his association YJ:ith people, contrasts strik-

ingly with his :freedom in.projecting his personality 

into his writings. Here even in his most ambitious and 

apparently objective fiction he reflected himself far more 

· than moat .. authors do. He is like a lyric poet whose 

interests, moods, and thought may be indirectly discovered 

through a studyo:f his works. This quality of subjectivity 

permeates all of his writings to a greater or less extent 

and gives distinction to their character. and. style. ~hie 

being ao t it seems worth while her.a to discuss his cast 

of mind, his tastes, his personality. 

A simple example o:f this revelation o:i:· himself in his 

writings is.seen in his. passionate love of nature. The 

pervading beauty and charm and the pastoral que.lit·y that 

· characterizes much of his work are the direct result of 

this. It has already been.noted how his early training 

and surroundings, combined with his inherent lov~ o:f the 

ou~doors. were oonduoive to.an intimate aoqua~ntanoeahip 

with nature and to a development of_ a, sincere love and 

sympathy. tor .. it. Hence, it is .only natural to :rind in his 
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writings, not a broad, sweeping, a:rfeated love o:t nature, 

but a genuine love based on a personal knowledge, which 
I , 

he reveals in a careful, discriminating use or detail, 

given in discussing the landscape, individual birds and 

flowers, and the various ahanges 01 nature's mooas and 

seasons. 

Nor is this sensuous appeal 0£ beauty to the eye oniy. 

In the words o~·Aaam Moss in A XentuokY.Oardinal Allen 

shows the nature lover's de~ight in the coming of spring 

with its.appeal to all senses. "Not the eyes a1one love 

Bature in March. Every other sense hies abroad. My 

tongue hunts for the iast morsel of wet snow on the northern 

root of some aged oak. As one goes early to a ooncert 

hall with a passion even for the preliminary tuning of the 

musicians, so my ear sits alone in the vast amphitheatre 

of Nature and waits for the earliest warbie of the blue-

bird, which seems to start up somewhere behind the heavenly 

curtains. And the scent.of spring, is it not the first 
' (l) 

lyric of the nosa--that despised poet of the senses?" 
• ·t 

Thie sensuousness gives to Allen a keen. joy, a joy 

in whiohal.l may share, rich and. poor alike. Again in the 

words.or Adam Moss in aesoribing his solitary walks, he 

. says:. nsometimes it is through the artermath of fat wheat 

fields,.where rloat like myriad. litt~e nets of silver 

gauze. the webs ot ·the crafty weavers,· and where a. whole 

(1) A Kentucky Cardinal, pp. ~1M2G. (All references 
to A Kentucky Cardinal and Aftermath; are to The Modern 
Readers 1 . Seriesl •. 
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world of winged small rolk flit from tree top to tree top 

of the low weeds. Tuey are all mine--these Kentucky 

wheat fields. After the o\riner has taken his last shea£ 

I come in and gather my harvest also--one that he did not 

see, and doubtless would not begrudge.me--the harvest of 
( l) -

beauty•~ 

But there is more than joy in this; there is the 

delicate sensitiveness of- the poet or artist. That Allen 

himself was conscious of this quality in his writings is 

shovvn by his rather apologetic statement in the description 

of the blue grass region in which he expresses the rear 

that others, seeing ·the countl"Y which he describes so ardent-

ly, may be disappointed~ "What one sees may be only ·what 

one feels-~only intricate affinities between nature and self 

that were developed long ago." It is this tender delicacy 

of" feeling that underlies much of his work. It is seen 

in his deSCfiption of the blue grass: "One thinks of it 

not as some heavy velvet-like carpet spread over the earth, 

but as some light, seamless veil that has ~allen delicately 

around it, and that might be blown away by a passing breeze." 

It is revealed in his love of the woodland pastures, "full 

of .tenderness and repose," and of the trees, 11always the most 

truly human o'bject .is still. voiceless nature. n 

This sensitiveness ,is found also in his sympathy with 

(l) 2.Kentuc]ry Cardinal, P• 68. 



the wild lire .of the .woods and· .fields. With what tender-

ness he speaks. of a pioneer lawn ~s .. a ~'spot. lately loved 

of quiet-eyed wilderness Q.eer;n or with what. feeling tinged 

with a slight melancholy he describes a walk under the 

oedars on a winter night, 11listening to that muaio which is 

at once so cheery and so sad--the low chirping of birds 

at dark winter twilights as they gather in from the frozen 

fields, from snow-buried shrubbery and hedge-rows, and 

settle down for the night in the· depths of the evergreens, 

the only refuge from their enemies and shelter from the 

blast." 

This appreciation for nature remained with Allen, even 

though he.,lived in Wew York during most of his literary 

career. The.scenes or his boyhood had been so indelibly 

imprinted on his mind .in his most ·impressionable years, 

and his.obs~rvation ha4 been so. accurate and his :reeling 

so keen that they lived vividly.in .. hia memory. Moreover; 

his introspective and retrospective frame of mind con-

tributed much toward keeping fresh in his mind the scenes 

he had .known personally. Thus the. landscapes of most of 

his :riction is· that o:r the X'antucky b..Lue grass region. 
) 

Even in his stories with settings in New.York City. such 

as The Heroine in Bronze or The Emblems of Fidelity, there 

is a suggestion of the Kentucky atmosphere through th~ 

frequent aliusions to Kentucky by the characters who rormerly 

lived there. In this way Allen has made Kentucky live 



through his writings .. just as. Thomas Nelson Page did Virginia. 

or Miss Murfree the mountains of Tennessee. 

Moreover, his reflective habits 1ed him to draw 

parallelisms.between nature and human life. He constantly 

associated the two ideas in his thinking, a fact which, 

aoaounts fo_r the nature symbolism which distinguishes much 

of hie work. In a pre=raae to a revised edition of ! 
Xentuokz Cardinal he himself makes. this explanation: "In 
so far as literature is concerned, the same experiences . 

have taught me, and have always·compelled me, to see hmpan 

life as set in Na.ture, finding ita explanation in soil and 

sky and season: merely one of the wild growths that t3,pring 

up on the surface o~ the earth amid ten thousand others. 

I hold this to be the only true way in whioh to wri·te ox 
- . ·, " ". . ·... ( l ) ·: ' 

Man in :tiotion,. as it is in science." ·Thus through h~: 

use of scenery Allen. aapitalized his·knowledge o:f nature 

and his love :for it in all his writings. 

Closely akin to his enthusiasm.for nature and equally 

dominant, then, in his writings is his love :ror humanity. 

Again., as witfj. nature, it is a genuine, sincere passion. 

He is interested in man--in his ideals,.his.motives, his 
J 

weaknesses, his latent possibilitit?s• Aristocrat though 

he was by nature, he was democratio at least in theory, 

(1) Quoted in introduction to King Solomon, by H. w. 
Mabie, Outlook, 85:466. 



and his writings reveal_ a sympathy and.kindliness toward 

all mankind. ·.He. is never oynical .in his. attitude, but, 

on the contrary, he shows.a most tender regard for the 

frailties of humanity •. His interest in science and es-

pecially. in evolution seems to have made him unusually 

sympat.hetio rather than cold and dispassionate as one 

might expect •. In his address prepared ~or the unveiling 

of the King Solomon monument he speaks of a new spirit 

of charity which has developed since Darwin, with whom, 

he says, satire ceases. He calls ~hackeray the last of 

the great satirists, and George Eliot, who loved pe1":teotion 

as much as he did, the :l:irst o:f .England's great imaginative 

writers to look.with compassion. on man as a developing. 

animal, crawling slowly out o:r utter darkness toward the 

light. He concludes with the idea that one oannot satirize 
(1) 

an animal developing through milli.ons of years •. Whatever 

of truth· there may or.may not be.in this opinion, it is 

indicative of his charitable attitude toward people~ This 

is further evidenced by his frequent use of the_aJ.aba.ster 

box as a symbol of appr,e,oiation _of one.'s fellowman, or by 

the prayer of ~dam Moss for forgiveness for "the b1indness, 

the wea.kne.ss, .and .the cruelty with which we judge ea.eh other. n 

Nor was his understanding of peopJ.e a superficial or 

theoretioa.l one. ~o his interpretation of humanity he 

brought the same keen powers of observation that he used in 

(1) outlook, 90:884-6. 



nature, and in his writings he displays shrewdness in 

judging character.and a deep insight into.human motives 

and actions. Bometimes tnese are mere observations on 

humanity, as in The.Reign of Law, the storm "o.rew the 

members or the household more closely together, as any 

unusual event--danger·-,· disas·t;er--generally does •. n ur 

in The Doctor's Christmas Eve, "A child rosents injustice 
\ -

with a blow or rage or tears: the old have learned to 

endure without a sign--waiting God's day of Judgment (or 

th.air first good opportunity!)." "Childhood wants all 

of whatever. it craves; its desire is as single as its eye. 

Only in later lifewe come to know--or had better know--

that we may have the whole of very little." 

Often such observations are tinged with philosophical 

reflections, as in the description o~ Georgiana in,! 

Kentucky Cardinal: "An~ one would have to admit, however, 

that there is no sharpness in Georgiana's pleasantry. The 

·child nature in her is so sunny, sportive, so bent on 

harmless mischief. She still plays with life as_ a kitten 

with a ball of yarn.. ~ome day Kitty will fall asleep with 

the ball poised in the cup o:L one foot. Then, waking, when 

her dream is over. she will :find.that her plaything has 

become a rocky, thorny, storm-swept, immeasurable world, 

and that she, a woman, stanus holding out towards it. her 

imploring arms, and asking only tor some littlest part in 



(l) 
its infinite destinies." 

Allen's aristocratic tendencies and his exalted oon-

oeption of the grandeur of.plantation life led him to place 

great emphasis on,ref'inement and culture. His main 

characters are drawn largely from the educated class and 

are either a part of the landed aristocracy of the "old 

South11 or descendants of it. Yet he recognizes real worth 

wherever it is found, whether in the devo·tion of the 

former slave, Peter cotton, in tre heroism of' the yagrant, 

King· Solomon, "with an. almost royal look in his unconcern," 

or in the sincerity with which David revolted against creeds 

and dogmas which he ooUld not honestly accept. Re has . 

respect for the plain farmer folk to which David belonged. 

This respect is also revealed in The Mettle of the Pasture 

in the description of Pansy Vaughan, who came of farmer 

folk, unlet1iered, lacking in physical.beauty, but "marking 

the track of' their generation by a path lustrous with right 

doing.". It is the plain.people, says Allen, .by whom· the 

aristocracy is replenished when it decays, as it. does in 

time. His idea of genuine worth blended with gentility 

may also be.seen in.his favorite quotation from ~hakeapeare: 

"~his was the noblest Roman of ·them all; 

His life was gentle, and the elements 

So mixed in him that Nature might stand up 

And. say to all the world, 'This was a man."' 

(1) A Kentucky Cardinal, pp. 58-59. 



In giving this quotation Allen oon:tesses.to.a growing habit 

of pondering the great men of the nation and measuring them 

with those of other nations and ages, always with the wish 

that there were more of. the type.of Caesar and Brutus and 
(l) . 

less of that of Oasoa and Cassius. 

In his attitude toward women Allen shows the spirit of 

chivalry characteristic o:r the '"old South." His heroines 

are almost all aristocratic Kentucky women whose ahier 

charms are beauty. and rei"inement. Intellectually they are 

man•s inferior and must be protected rrom ·the hard· things 

of life. They have fulfilled their destiny when they have 

"married well and adorned a.home." Perhaps Isabel Conyers 

in The :Mettle of the Pasture. best represents the author~s 

idea of beauty with her perr·eotion of features, grace, 

bearing--all evidences of noble descent of the highest type. 

In Gabriella in The Reign of Law is exemplified woman's 

simple faith in spirituaL matters •. She is never annoyed 

by doubts and rears but "understands Him better through 

emotions and deeds,n .a characteristic of women as oon-

trast.ed with men, says Allen. Mrs., Falconer is superior 

to either of these in her innate spiritual beauty and 

refinement =rrom which even the rough work of pioneer life 

cannot detract. She rises above the author's usual con-

ception of women in her loftiness and_strength of character, 

(1) New York Times, April 19, 1914. 
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traits Allen usually reserves :ror men •. To Georgiana also 

he asaribes a masculine trait, that of honor. "Honor in 

what are called the little' things of life, honor not.as 

women commonly understand it, but as the best of inen under-

stand it." These four represent his most outstanding 

women characters and probably illustrate in composite fonn 

his ia~al of woman. ~oubtless his own mother, to whom he 

was especially devoted, formed in a large meEJ,sure the in-· 

spiration for these. 

Though Alien's power of discernment led him to under-

stand the mature mind, he was less ~amiliar with child nature. 

His own isolation from the companionship of other children 

and the circumstances of war prevented his knowing the happy, 

carefree abandon of childhood. Hence, when he does use 

children as characters they are too grave and often ara oon-

cerned with the destinies of man. But with youth Allen 
f 'r 

shows more sympathy and understanding, a quality expecially 

noticeable in Summer in Aroady and The Sword of Youth in 

which he definitely puts himself on the side of youth in 

the misunderstandings existing between them and an older 

generation •. In The Landmark, his la.st story, he is le~s 

tole~ant, even austere in his attitude, but this harshness 

was undoubtedly the resuJ.t of ill health and the impatience 

of old age and is strangely at variance with his customary 

attitude. His sympathy with childhood and youth is revealed, 
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however, by the practical interest. displayed in his gift 

to the children of' Lexington, J:entuoky.; through his will 

mentioned in the biographical skethh. 

Allen's enthusiasm 1·or nature and his interest in 

humanity resulted at once in a peculiar mixture in him of 

the romantic and the realistic. Hie deep feeling for 

nature, his delight in its beauties and his reflective 

applications to life, his love for the beautirul, his 

tendency to idealize the paat--all suggest his romantic 

qualities. On the other hand, his habits of accurate 

observation, whether in the realm of nature or of human 

problems and his scientific, analytical treatment of his 

observations give evidence of the realist~ These opposing 

tendencies in his nature are clearly seen in a comparison 

of hie early works, which are chiefly romantic, with his 

later and longer novels, in which he deals with some of the 

signiricant problems of liie from a scientific standpoint. 

Yet in all of these there is a happy blending oz the two 

qualities. 

·He oalJ.ed himself a realist. In his Opinion, however, 

realism included idealism, sinae the human race is con-

·stantly striving toward that whioh it is not but whioh it 

may beoome. His scientiric theories or evolution he 

brought over into the spiritual world, and he saw man not 

only in a process of physical and mental change. but also 
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in a prooess of·spiritual development. Henoe, li:fe to 

him waa a process by whioh the ideal was always passing 

into the real. It was his.hope to portray in his writings 

this constant struggle upward which man engages in and to 

·show in the struggle liXe not only as it is but as it may 
( 1) 
be. 

--.In his selection of material, therefore, and in his 

treatment of it he was iniluenced by this idea. He did not 

deny the ugly and sordid in lixe, but pa~sed it by as only 

a part o~ the real and chose instead lighter and happier 

material as equally a part of life's realism. He seems 

to have had the happy ~acuity of seeing the lovely in life 

rather than the unlovely •. "How exquisite in li:te, 0 he 

says in A Kentucky, Cardinal, "is the art o:t' not seeing many 

things and of_ forgetting many things that have been seen!" 

This principle seems to have guided him oiten, especially 

in his earlier days of" writing, and to aooount :tor the 

romantic charm.of· such works as Flute and Violin, A Kentucky 

Cardinal, and Aftermath. Yet even in his more r~alistic 

fiction, such as The Choir Invisible, The Reign of Law, and 

The Mettle of the Pasture, where he treats of the serious 

problems or life, his realism is softened by a poetic 

delicacy o:r treatment. As one critic says, he "transmutes 

(l) Critic, 19:200. 



the rough gragments, the mud and dust of life into a new 

thing, a beautiful thing complete in itselr, as the plant 

transforms the soil and water in which it is set to the 
(l) 

blossom that is its orown." Thus even in his :treatment of 

the darker aspeots o:r li:re at times, he :tinds in the end 

an optimistic' conclusion,, which though not ideal--too ideal 
I 

the realists would say--brings satisfaction i~ not happinecs. 

Moreover, in adversity· and suffering he sees an ennobling 

and refining power which brings c.o.mp.ensating virtues to the 

individual. 

This optimism might be taken as characteristic of his 

whole philosophy of lif'e. It appears not only in the action 
~ 

and characters of his books but in little comments on life 

scattered. through the story, sometimes in the worus of a 

character, sometimes a short digression or remarks of the 

author after the manner of' George Eliot. Accustomed as he 

was as a scholar to ponder over the questions of li~e--of the 

raoe, Allen was not a morbid, gloomy brooder. Rather he 

was a scientific theorizer who marshalled his racts and drew 

his conclusions from a soientixic basis. He saw the in-

exorable laws of nature, bu~ he saw also a divine pity which 

recognized the weakness of mankind. For example. Adam 

Moss, observing the birds, makes the ±allowing comment: 

(l) Bookman, 29: b39. 
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"The birds are.moulting •. If.man cou.Ld.onlymoul.t also--

his mind once a.year its errors, his.heart. once a year its 

useless passions! ••••• But we, have one set o:t :teathers, 

whioh we are told to keep spotless through all our lives in 

a dirty world. If one gets broken, .broken it stays; if 

one gets bl.aokened, nothing will cleanse it. No doubt.we 

shall all ~lY home at last, like a flock of pigeons that 

were once turned loose snow-white from the sky, and made 

to descend and :tight one another and fight everything else 

ror a poor living amid soot anti mire. If then the hand 

or the unseen Fancier is stretched forth to draw us in, 

how can he possibly. smite any of use, .. or cast us away, 

because we came back to him black and blue with bruises 
(1) 

and besm~dged and.bedraggled past al.l.reoognition." 

Allen looked with favor on whatever fostered the Xiner 

senses in man--on books, music, art--the beautixul in any. 

xorm. To him beauty, seemed to o onoern. :itse1:r with more than 

mere externals-ox sense. It had a.positive, spiritual value 

in cu.Ltivating the soul of man.and. developing right attitudes 

in him. The high ideals instilled in him as a youth re-

mained as the_.~ideaJ.s o:r his books--right livi.ng, loyalty to 

duty, honesty,. sincerity, charity. toward. one.' s feJ.lowman. 

Laek p:r genuineness in any:torm was oa.ious to him. Even 

( 1) A Kentuck:Y Cardinal, pp., 71•2. 
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the veneer o:t weather board often.used to cover the old 
• •~I 

stone houses o:t· Kentucky excites his. soorn. This desire for 

utter sinoeri ty becomes a s.ort of pas~ion with him when 

in The.Mettle o:f the Pasture he expresses the wish that 

America might become known.for some virtue--nsay trutMUl-

ness." ·1~. In.rs.at, so.deep.Ly underlying all. his writings is 

this characteristic that The Oritio, commenting on his 

:personality as revea.len in hie work, says.that he might say 

as did Tolstoi in. Sebastopol· Sketches:. !'The hero o::r my tale, 

whom I love with all my strength of soul, whom I have tried 

to set forth in all his beauty, and who has always been, 
' . {l) 

is, a.no. .. al.ways. will be mo st beauti:tul. is--Truth. 11 

This same sincerity and optimism characterize Allen's 

religion.: .~·It· is a .positive :torce pervading hfs works, yet 

never intrusive. Though his soienti:tio studies led ~im 

to. oppose dogmatism. he never opposes religion. Even here 

he is tolerant in his judgment of 01ihers •,.a fact which may 

be seen in hi~ reference to David's.books .in The Reign o:r 

Law, which he says were nthe making or undoing o:f him 

acoording as one may have enough o:t. God's wisdom and meroy 

to aeoide.n With him there was no oon:tlict bet~aen science 

and religion. He is said 1io have :frequen1ily expressed him-

self to his. friends as "wondering tha't any one oou.1.d see 

(l) Critic,_1~:2pu. 
; . .., 
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(1) 
evolution as in any Vi_SY leBssn~ng .. 1ihe glory antl .power of God•" 

In the words of David we may see Allen's opinion expressed: 
"Science! There is the f"rash path xor the faith of the race! 

~ 

For the raoa henceforth must get its ·1aea of God, and build 
·1 ts -religion·:·::t o Him, f"or its knowledge of the laws of his 
Universe. A million years from now! Where will our dark 
theological dogmas be in that radiant time? ·The Creater 
of all life, in all.life He must.be studied! And in the 
study Of aoience .. there is least .. tyranny,.least bigotry, no 
persecution. It· teaches charity, .. it ;teaches a well-ordered 

( 2). 
life, it teaches the world to be more kind."; 

Thus .Allen rarely leaves his reader uncertain con-
cerning his outlook on life, his optimism, or his faith •. He 
may show that he is sifting his evidenca,.searching for the 
truth, but when that search is over the reader is in Zull 
possession of whatever conclusions have b~en drawn either 
directly or by in~erence. Perhaps his whole philosophy may 
be found in the words of John Gra.y in The. Choir Invisible: 
"To 'lose faith in man, not in humanity; to see j·ustice go 
down and not to believe in the triumph of injustice; for 
ev.ery wrong that you weakly deal another or ano·ther deals you 
to love more and more the fairness and beauty of what is 
right, and so to turn the ever-i.ncre'asing love from the ·im-

perfection that is in us a.11 to the pe·rfeotion that is 
(3} 

above us all--the perfection that is God." 

(l) Letter of G. F. Granberry. 
(2) The Reign of Law, P• 381. 
( ~!. The Oho ir Invisible , p. , '560. 
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OJIAPTER III 

Favorite Themes 

Allan's themes are definitely the outgrowth of his 

oast of mind, tastes and .theories. In his earlier works 

he ·began with Kentucky scenery-and life connected with it. 

Yet even here he anti~ipated in a measure a larger 

interest developed in his later works ~n the concern ror 

humanity. In.Flute and Violin he_ emphasizes loyalty to 

duty_; in !!!1s S,olomon and Two Gentlemen :Erom Kentuaq the 

spirit o:r charity and sympathy; in.The White Oowl and 

Sister Dolorosa, rebellion against asceticism. In the 

blue grass sketches, which are primarily descriptions of 

scenery, he makes prominent the types or people and their 

customs. Even in John Gra;v. A Xentuoky Cardinal, and 

Aftermath, where the nature element most abounds, the final 

emphasis is on personality and sentiment~ 

His chief interest, beginning with his novels, may be 

found in human .problems such as. vi tally a:i:·:rect man• s life 

and destiny. Though he continues to use Kentucky back-

grounds. beoa.use those were the colors he was sure of and 

coUld combine moat skillfUlly to throw into stronger re-

lief the larger ideas that he was npw treating, his themas 
\_ 

are not limited to Xentuoky or to America. They belong 

to no spacial J.ocali ty, but are r.ather in the realm of 

human nature and are universal in scope. Mr. Henneman in 
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dieaussing this .. change in .. Al.ten. says: 1'He is a. proauct of the 

soil, but his bre.nohes tower into the air and welcome all 
{l) 

the winds o:r the heavens, the rain, and the sunshine." 

Though setting had a strong appeal for Allen and constitutes 

one of the sources of charm in his books, he looked upon it 

only as an aid and except in his early works made a ae-
11 berat a e:frort to be cosmopolitan in his writing. In the 

pret·aoe to The. Landmark he bemoans . the. emphasis American 

literature puts on loaai background. 

This attempt at universality in attitude and in themes 

was the dire·ct result of his wide reading, and especially 

of his soientifio studies, whioh led. to a broader interest 

in humanity. His theories o±· .evolution furnish him a basis 

for much.of his th~nking. In heredity he finds an explan-

ation for motives,. aations, anei for much of the tragedy o:r 

human life •.. Thus Rowan Mere.dith,. the hero of The Mettle 

of the Pasture, is a viot.im o:f an uneeasing warfare between 

the stern Puritanism o:r his ·ancestors on.one side and the 

gay epiaureanism on the other. In his brother this an-

cestral antagonism is neutralized through blending. In~ 

Reign of Law, a study o:r evolution and science, .Allen again 

relates the career o~ his hero with the past history of 

his race through inherited. traits three generations baak. 

(1) J. B. Henneman: Shakespeare~n .. and Otherq Papers, P• 180. 
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In Summer inArcady the sa.:me 1'orae, combined with environment, 

affected the deatini~a of life. In.fact there ~s hardly one 

of his books in which the i~ea is not :round in some rorm. 

If in no other way he takes opportunity to make reference to 

the Anglo-Saxon inheritance o:L the Kentuckians and to the 

ensuing in:Lluenoes on their lives, good or bad. 

Heredity leads to the mo1 .. al questions ot· responsibility 

for sin, another xavorite subject with Allen. In The Mettle 

o~ the Pasture Rowan questions his ancestors--the ones who 

had conscience and.no temptation and the. others who had 

temptation and no conscience--to Iind an. answer for his own 

respoµsibility 1·0.r sin. Yet he finally reaches the con-

clusion. that he must accept his share, t·or if responsibility 

can b~ so rolled back.on the past there is no place ror it. 

In the same book is Judge Morris who never pposeoutea bu,t 

only defends, on the ground that.the accused is not the only 
criminal. · . 

Another theme that interested Allen was the mystery of 

life and death. This led to a study or elemental instincts 
I 

and matters of sex, over-emphasized at times in his writings. 

In his treatment of this he has been muoh criticized, · 

especially in Summer in Aroact:v.and the so-called "trilogy", 

but at least it oan be said that he was honest and sincere 

in his purpose. He speaks with rrankness but with delicacy.· 

Perhaps his best defense ~or this manner is ~ound again 1n 
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.. ~he_ wo.rds. of_. Adam.;-Moss: ·1n Afterm~. "Nature is the only thing 
that is perrectly natiiral with me. When I study nature there 
a.re no delicate or dangerous or forbidden-subjects. The 
trees have no eyasions. The weeds are honest. Running water /;._·· -·":--

is not trying to es.cape. The sunsets are not colored with 
hyPoorisy. The lightning is not revenge·. Ev~rything stands 
forth in the sincerity of its being, and nature invites me 

(l) 
to exercise the absolute liberty of my mind upon all life." 
This same attitude he attempted to apply to human life. 

Re±·1ection_ on 'tihe mystery o:r .lire led him also to think 
on the brevity of life, on death, and immortality as dis-
cussed in The Last Christmas Tree. Closely associated with 
this reflection on li.:te was his conception of human re-
lationships.·· In this as in -all or his works it is a matter 
of the inner life, of ideals and attitudes and their 
application to-living •. Re is never concerned with social 
problems such as oapital and labor, or political or in-
dustrial questions. His are purely ethical and moral pro-
blems as developed through scientific and psychoiogioal 

studies. 

He does meveal an interest in history, but he uses it 
chieXly as background, m.uoh idealized, as in The Choir 
Invisible. Unlike his contemporarie.s he has little to say 

(lJ Aftermath, PP• 2l2-21~. 
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about the war or slavery. Tha Reign of Law presents some 

of the bitter after affects 0£ the war and describes the 

blending or classes following it. The Sword of Youth is 

a war story, but the incidents and .background serve merely 

to sat forth the real theme, the J..aok of understanding·' 

between age and youth. In Two Gentlemen of Kentu~ the 

negro enters as a leading.character and speaks his own 

cllialeot, and Uncle Tom at Home is an attempt to memorialize 

a fast disappearing type. With these exceptions, however, 

there ·are few references. to the war in Allen's writings. 

Only rarely in his longer and later works does he treat 

of the lighter themes. Emblems of Fidelity and The Heroine' 

in Bronze show what he was still capable of. doing with the 

simple love story, but they laok the spontaneity of his 

earlier works. Usually in his later years he was concerned 

with the more serious affairs of life, with matters of right 

and wrong, and with the spiritual self-struggles of the raoe. 



CHAPTER IV 

Style and Literary Workmanship 

Allen was a literary artist, a stylist of most careful 

and conscientious worlonanshi~. He had high ideals ror 

writing as well as for living, ana with the same intensity 

with which he sought beauty and perrection in life he ~ 

sought it in writing. As the artist skillfully wields his 

brush to produce the colors and lights and shadows with 

which he wishes to portray his iaea on the canvas, or the 

sculptor with his chisel seeks to produce a piece of work 

perfect in form, so Allen with his mastery of language and 

his poetic temperament sought beauty and finish in thought 

and expression. He consciously wox:ked for these effects 

and a.a a result :produced a sty.Le distinctive in its grace 

and beauty, often spoken ox in his best works as classic. 

His highly individualized style, therefore, was not 

the resUlt of mere chance but of deliberate er~ort. During 
his apprenticeship years he had studied the masters and had 

himself ~racticed with inrinite patience .the art of writing. 

Yet he was not an imitator only; he set his own standards 

·and worked toward them. Those qualities which he is said 

to have esteemed most and to have held up bexore him were 
( 1) 

simplicity, sincerity, vividness, strength, and·beauty. 

(l) Critic, 19:200. 
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\Vit.h these as ideals and with his slow, deliberate method 

and infinite capacity for care and retision, he evolved a 

style of his own distinguished :ror its precision, or-

namentation, grace, a~d melody. This conscious effort some-
·~ times led him to a too serious sense of his art, resulting 

at times in a self~conscious and a somewhat stilted style, 

but it is always polished, dignified, and re:rined. So 

distinctive is it in this respect, compared with other writers 
i, . 

of the period, that oritics:have compared him with Hawthorne 

as the "patient, girted devotee of his art," the searcher 

after exquisite form and :rinish in expression. "Hardly 

since Hawthorne," says Mr. ~ayne in The Dial in discussing 

The Choir Invisible,· "have we had such pages as the best of 

these •••• so spiritual in essence and adorned with such 
' ' fl) ' 

lovely embroiderings OI the imaginat:ion. rr Mr. Maraosson 

calls him "t~he rarest in:rl uence in all American li tera.ture 
( 2) 

since Hawthorne." 

His style, like his thought, re:rlects his_ personality. 

His constant pursuit :ror artistic finish, mentioned above, 

is only another indication of his love ror the beautirul and 

the ideal in li:re. It suggests his patient determination 

through erfort to acquire this craftsmanship. There are 

found also in his style the same quiet dignity and serious-

ness which characterized him as a man and which are never 

(1) Dial, 22:310. 
(~) ~Library of Southern Literature, p. 42. 
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lost entirely.in his writings even when he grows somewhat 

fanoi:t'Ul as in J:!llute and .. Violin. or hal:r whimsical as he is 

at times in. A Kentuo'ky Cardinal or ~mblems of Fidelitz. 

Likewise the reXleotive quality so habitual with him per-

vades his writings and proaucas a quiet repose and trsn-
quili ty. ~here is present the same honesty of ·:purpose; one 

feels that he believed what. he. said.· So marked is this 

sincerity and genuiness in his manner that one oritia says 
( l) 

it is hard to rind an author with fewer traces of a:rxeotation. 

Oloaeiy associated with this quality is that of sympathy. 

He wrote as one sensitive to the beauties and mooda o:r nature 

and to t~e emotions of the human heart, but he is moat 

tender in his treatment when those emotions are due to the 

weaknesses of humanity, to life's tragedies. 

As ona oomes to study Allen's style in detail, he is 

impressed by his.mastery o~ construction and organization. 

It is apparent in the mere mechanics or writing, in his abi!ity 

to oonstruot sentences and paragraphs, and in bis exxeotive 
.i 

use o:t transitions. He knew how to Wl"i te smoo·thJ.y f.Lowing 

sentenaes, flexible, .varied . in structure and melodious. 

Lilfewise he was.skillfUl in his organization of paragraphs 

and in the use of smooth transitions. ~he latter were o:r 

especial concern to him, whether between paragraphs, longer 

fl) Aoademy, 76:800. 
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passages, or_ chapte1·s.. "Hinges must .. be there, 11 he says, "but 

they must be_oonoealed and must not squeak.n He adds that 

he spent days upon them, orten leaving the page blank and 

continuing with the story, returning later to the "sticking 
(1) 

point.n A1ways before he regarded a piece of work oompleted, 

he is said to have re~ritten and Xor many days reread to 
(~) 

see that the meaning was "cloudless and the me1ody guaranteed." 

A:s a result there is clearness, ease, and mel~dy in the 

mere sentence structure of his pages. Sometimes this becomes 

too studied and selX-conscious, a natural weakness in one 

who paid such supreme attention to the expression, yet on 

the whole it makes the reading or his pages a delight. 

With the handling or incidents and plots, Allen was 

less ekillfUl. This is not unnatural when one considers 

that his chief concern, especially.in his .Long novels, was 

the dramatic presentation ot some spiritual struggle in the 

li:fe of his main characters •. The incidents o:t the story 

were signirica.nt only as they served to bring into .re.Lie:r 

or heighten. the e:t:tect o:t .the spii--i tuaJ. oont.Lict. Henoe 

his plots .are simple, with only a few dramatic incidents and 

those loosely connected. The movement is leisurely and 

the incidents often interspersed with long stretches of" 

(1) Current Literature, 20:106•7. 
(2) Oritio, 19:200. 
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description or explanation, or the .discuasi~n o:t some moral 

point. For example, in The Choir Invisible the reader is 

breathless to kri.ow the fate of' John Grayi~ the cougar attaok; 

yet the author stops ror several pages or description at 

the cougar and .its habits. The Reign of Law begins with 

a chapter on the history and. growth o:r hemp, a sort o:r 

expositional. essay. and .a .pr.ose~poem comb~lied. In The Mettle 

of the Pasture the main action.is held in suspense again 

and again by episodes involving the action of minor aharactel:iS. 

Vfnile occasionally this habi·t seems a fau.Lt, some o:t the 

digressions with. their exquisite descri1)tive and re:tlective 

passages are among the most delighttUl parts of his books. 

For eia.mpie, note the description o~ the coming ot fall or 

the storm in The Reign of Law, of New York City in the summer 

in The Heroine in Bronze, or the discussion of ideals in :Che -
Ohair Invisible. 

In the s.hort story, however, where the plot is simple, 

Allen shows genuine skill. Even here his method is del1bera1a, 

but he had ability to organize the detei.ls of ·an incident. 

He could successru.J.ly make vivid a scene ror the moment. 

Perhaps King Solomon of Kentuckz best illustrates his power 

in centering attention upon a single impression and in 

strength or oharaoterization. Contrasted with this is Two -
Gentlemen of KentuckY, which is little more than a human 

nature sketah. Here he rambles on in leisurely fashion 
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tellihg detai.l. a~ter detail in the lives of these "two 

gentlemen~ as proof of their love ana devotion xor eaoh 

othe1", and the characterization is suggested rather than 

directly dravn1. Ye-t :!;or its type, despite its elaborate 

background, it shows genuine skill. Thus, though Allen 

laoked the sustained power to handle large masses o:L material, 

he ooUld handle suaoessiully simple plots and a small 

number of oharaaters. "By no other writer of the period,n 

says Mr. Pattee,"was the short story worked out with more 
. . (1) 

care or with more knowledge o:t its requirements." 

In both short story and novel Allen shows unusual 

ability to present dramatically a mental conflict. This is 

well. illust1"ated in the way in which he makes clear to 

the reader the steps by whioh David in The Reign of Law 

loses his :raith,. or the tragedy o:r his trial or his return 

home. He does. this chie:tly by an analytical and expository 

method with added touches 01· conversation and description. 

He does not seem to be success:LUl in the use o:r long con-

versations; they lack life and naturalness, a xaot es-

pecially noticeabJ.e in the dialogues o:r the children in lli, 

Doctor's Christmas Eve. Yet bits o~ conversation he could 

use to advantage. In this analysis he gives the reader a 

realization of the inner thoughts and fe~lings of hie charac-

ter, ot his struggle, of his :rears and his ambitions. 
\ . 

(1) F. L. Pattee: A History o:r American.Literature 
Since 1870, p. ~66. 



In the.dramatic presentation.of suoh a soene Allen knew 

how to use to .. advantage the power o:f suggestion. He uses 

it in Flute and Violin when the ·parson silentiy hangs the 

loved instruments up on the wall; nor does the author make.: 

any oomments on the act. Yet how much, is suggested of' the 

parson's :tealings and of the in:t.Luence on.his :future. Or 

in ~he Choir Invisible how much is le:tt to.the reader 1 s 

imagination .in .tP,e quiet words. o:r Mrs. Falconer arter she 

has read John_ Gray'.s letter telling of his marriage. "I 

shalJ. go so:ttly all my years," and yet how :tull o:r re-

strained grief and. resignation. Allen uses the same method 

with equaJ. eft0ctiveness in Aftermath in telling o± the 

death of Georgiana.. o:rten this suggestiveness does not 

involve such important events in the story, but may be 

found in a look or a flush oi' the :faoe. Such trivial ·things 

may assume signitioa.nce just as the flush on King Solomon's 

faoe indicated the latent apark .of manhood yet in him. 

~his use ot suggestion and his power o! discriminating 

analysis Allen uses again ana again in the delineation ot 

his characters. He is not greatly concerned. with external 

features. but with the inner lire and character, with motives 

and ideals. Nor is he content with merely presenting the 

thoughts, emotions, and actions o:t the character himself, but 

seeks for explanation or them in his.racial history. The 

reader's conception of a character is built up, then, 
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gradually, not only.by what he says and does but by what he 

thinks and :reels, by the author's own explanations, and by 

suggestive details. 

Allen's real :rorte, however, was his ability to write 

deaaription. His keen o~aervation both in nature and in lite 

about him and. his ability to exp1"ess aoourately ano. vividly 

what he saw and ~elt accounts for the predominance or this 

quality in .. his style. It aided him in his presentation 

of a dramatic situation and in the portrayal o~ character. 

It made possible the harmonious backgrounds :tor his stories, 

eJ.aborate in his early, works and. to.a greater or J..ess 

extent giving atmosphere to a..Ll o.:r his.writings. Thrau.gh 

it aJ.so he was ab.Le to revive in his historical romances the 

scenes ot earlier days with definite details of dress, 

customs, and lite of pioneer times. 

In much of his description o:r a scene he relies on a 

literal poITtrayal, using vivid, preoiae words to prociuce the 

effect he wished. His diction, as would be expected from 

one so .. versed in language as he was. is rich and varied with 

an unusua.L number o:t color:rul.adjeotivas and adverbs. For 

example, note the folJ.owing aescription o:t the sky: ."During 

the greater part of t.he year the cloud-sky is one ot 

strongly outlined xorms; the great white cumUli dritt over, 

With every fila_jesty O'f design and graoe Of grouping; but .. 
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there aome,. in milder. seasons, .. many .. days when. one may see 

three aloud belts in the heavens at the same time, the 

lowest, far, far away, and the highest brushing so!tly, 

as it were, past the very dome o:t. the inviolable blue. You 

turn your eye downward to see the light wandering w~st

fu.Lly among the low distant hills, and the. sweet tremulous 
,, (1) 

shadows orossing the meadows with timid aadenae~." 

A reader is impressed with such aignity and exactness 
j 

,in his choice or words. In his first writing he sometimes 

suggests an over-meticuJ.ous ca.re as seen in the :tolJ.owing 

sentenoe :rrom his :rirst story, .. Too Muoh Momentum: "~he 
( 2) 

gate swung with unction on its hinge." ,Only r~ .. e.ly, however, 
i . 

does there seem to be a strained et·:rort for the right word; 

on the contrary, he shows unusual :racility and ease in his 

choice. He uses little dialect and selaom drops into the 

colloquial. .He seems to have had a special fondness for 

hyphenated epit~ets. He describes the Kentuckians as poss-

essing the "old land-loving, le.nct~holding, home-staying, 

home-defending disposition." Fifth Avenue is "that long, 

stately, ·palaoe-orov~·aed, diamond~bedusted, world-weary road--

the Via Dolorosa o~ great oities." The latter also suggests 

his oocasional use o:r :roreign terms and ·his more :rraquent 

allusions to the .literature of the past, sacred and secular. 

(1) The BJ.ue. Grass Region, pp. 17-18. 
(2) Harper 1s, 70:702. 



~he allusions are brought in most oasuaily anu illustrate 

hie :familiarity with li.terature, such as "my tew Sabine 

acres," Zacaheus-like, or "that Pandora's box o:r information." 

He was skillful in making apt applioat~ona· of whole phrases 

or sentences to suit his purpose, as in the comment or Adam 

Moss on his neighbors; "But let me except a.Lways the tew 

steadily luminous spirits I know, with whom t~ere is no 

variableness, neither shadow of turning." 
·' His descriptions are also rich in imagery. . Re had great 

facility in the use of simile and. metaphor and his writings 

abound in them. In some of the earlier works they become 

over-elaborated conceits, but as he gained deftness in his 
style t~ey become more appropriate. For beauty or 
imagination and expression one might note the :rollowing from 

The Last Christmas. Tree: ."The rose is a perf1lllled lamp and 

when its bowl is without oil, that inimitable lamp ~Q; silently 

built to give off :tor a little .while a few serene rays of 

vestal beauty as silently :t'a.LJ.a to pieces." ;In contrast to 

this poetic. fancy is. a more homely but vivid comparison in 

the comment on Mr.s •. Walters in. A Kentuoey Cardinal: "To tell 
. ·j ' 

her and not expect her to te.Ll wou.la be .Like giving a thump 

to the ary head ot a.thistle on a breezy day and not ex-

pecting the seed to go flying off in a huno.rea directions." 

A conspicuous quality of Allen's style is the pre-

ponderance of the nature element and his characteristic 
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treatment .o:t. it• His use. o:t'. it was_ guided .by some very 

definite theories. on local color, which he himsal:t evolved. 

These pre.ventea him from usi11g scenery except as a means. 

to an end •. Hence in all hfs use o:r nature, much as it may 

seem to constitute a separate charm,. he subordinated it to 

the rea!.punpose of_ his story. According to his opinion, 
( l) 

expressed. in an essay on local coJ.or, it too·k more tha.n a 

novelist to be able to relate nature to life; it took 

novelist, artist, scientist, ana stylist combined. Success 

in the use or J.ocal color, says Allen, comes onl.y when from 

an artistic point of view the writer chooses colors that are 

suitable to the picture of human life which the special 

character o:r the theme may demand, anq when· from the scien-
! 

ti:tic point of view he makes the picture of human J.ife natural 

and intal.Ligible ··by portraying those ~picturab.Le potencies" 

in nature which ma·ae it what it was and mus.t go with it to 

explain it. Then the happiest usa o:r looal. oolor will test 

the writer's tastes and a.tta.imnents as a. language-oolorist. 

Hence, the personal traits o:r the author will to a J.arge 

extent determine the success with which he desoribes any 

gi van looali ty. It is worth no·t ing that Allen had in his 

own personality all the requisites tor this felicitous use 

of natural scenery._ Moreover, in addition he had another 

(l) Loaa.l Color, Oritio, 6:1~. 
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theory that an author's knowJ.edge of a count1·y which w-as 

to appear later in his work as local color. must have been 

gathered in his childhood when the imagination was active. 

'Thia ia doubtless the chief explanation.whyAllen used the 

blue grass region as the scene of1· most of his :fiction. 

Thus it was the nature which he had learned to know 

·and love as a child that he oonsaiously put to.artistio use 

in his writings. ·In his earlier stories he usea it chiefly 

as background, closely related and harmonized, however, with 

the theme and events of the story. For exampl~, in !!.2_ 

Gentlemen of Xentucg he opens the story vvi th a picture of 

still li~e, with motionless clouds, unstirred waters--

everything so quiet that "the Eternal Power seemed to have 

quitted the universe and all nature was Xolded in the calm 

0% Eternal Peace." From this description of the surroundings 

the author J.eads naturally to the si1ent :rigure in the scene--

one o:t· the 11two gentlemenn of the story •. In The White Cowl 

the beauty and warmth.o~ the surroundings and the sunny 

skies by their sharp contrast with the cold, ·barren atmo-

sphere ox the abbey make the reader ~eel its chill, while in 

Sister Dolorosa the vast loneliness.of.the soene is em-

phasized. In John Gray the pioneer background .with the wild 

elemental rorcea of nature reaching to the very edges of the 

village J.ends charm and romantic gl-amor to the life there. 

In A Kentucky Cardinal and A~termath nature not only 

forma the background but it is so closely interwoven into the 



life of the charaatera and the, events that it beaomes an 

integral par.t of the story. It i's the first bond of :friend-

ship between the lovers and it is the innoc.ent cause of mis-

understanding between them. It is largely the means of by 

which the author interprets his characters. It furnishes 

consolation ror grief, bringing peace "like a so%t, quiet, ,..... ,, 

cloudless twilight." In Summer in Arcady it becomes the 

motivating roroe in the story, working in harmony with human 

instincts to affect the destinies or the characters. In 

!!?he Xentualg Warbler also it is a dominant power in awakening 

ambition in the youthrulhero of the story. 

Allen also uses nature as a symbolism by which he in-

terprets life •. Hi~ two most striking examples or it are f'ound 

in Summer in Araad:y. anct ~he Reign ·or Law. In Summer in Araady 

he sees in the :rield of butter:Llies a symbol of ·the "blindly 

wandering, blindly loving, quickly passi;ng human raoe." He 

likens the two young people of the story "at play on the 

meadows· OI Life and Love~ to two brief moths of the sun. In 

The Reign of Law he finds an analogy between the growth o:f 

hemp and the processes by.whiah it is.prepared for use and the 

life of man with his str~ggles. "Typet too, of 9ur li:re, which 
I 

is a!ao earth-sown, earth-routed; which must struggle upward, 

be out down, rooted and broken, ere the separation take place 

between our dross and our worth--po·or perishable shard and 

immortal fiber. Oh, the mystery, the mystery of that growth 



from the ca.sting of' the soul. as a seed into the dark earth, 

until the time when, led through all natural changes and 

cleansed. o:i: weakness, it is .borne :rrom the :field of its nairi vi ty 
(l) 

1·0~ the long servioe.11 Throughout both these novels the 

symbolism runs like a motix, recalling to the reader's m~nd 

over and over its suggestiveness in interpreting human nature. 
-

Allen does not limit his use of symbolism to nature, 

however. One glance over the titles o:r his.works will show how 

large a part it plays in his writing-~The Mettle of the Pasture, 

!I!he Choir. Invisible,. Emblems of Fidelity,. The Alabaster Box. 

In others, .such as Summer .in Araady, A Kentucky Cardinal, and 

Aftermath,. it is not so evident without an understanding o:f 

the story. His imagination was rich in finding means :tor the 

interpretati.on of life and Ci~stiny. Among_ his favorite 

symbols are the alabaster box forappreoiation and charity to-

wa11d one '.s fe.llov~an, evergreens :ror immortality, and the 

candle with a variety of meanings. He also drew analogies 

from music .. and .painting, .. two arts .which he considered use:rul 

to the novelist. Music, he says, can teaah the novelist hcm 

to manage major and minor motives and suggests treatment of 

spiritual disaords and harmonies, and painting can teach the 
(2) 

grouping of form and the.use of color in language. 

Whether Allen derived his .delicacy of touch from the 

application to his writings o~ the ·11kenessea he found in the 

(l) ~he Reign of Law, P• 2~. 
·c2l Bookman, 1:303-5. 
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other art a or whether it was. the resu.J. t o:r that. innate de-

licacy o:Lhis own personality,. it is one o.f.the oharaoteristic 

qualities .o:t his style. It is seen in his use of h-µmor, whioh 

is never o:t: a boisterous ty-pe and w~iahonlyrarely depends 

upon the situation. Though not abundant in his writings sinoe 

his themes are of'ten o:r a serious nature, yet it is present 

in an underlying spirit, . mo1'e g~nial in A Kentucky cardinal 

and-a :tew of his other works, revealing itsel:f usually in 

little touches here and .there •. It is gentle, sly, and often 

· mingled with pathos.. ~t, is :round. in much of his work in the 

:rorm of little comments on liJ:a. Sometimes it is in a gentle,, 

good-natured saroasm directed against himself or his pr~·

:ression, or such as the :rollowing, sat.irizing the impatience 

o:f the American people and the Kentuckians especially: "It 

:is .generally too much to expect o~ an . .American, even though he 

he a Kentuckian, to wait xor a heelge to grow ana m·~ke him a 

fence, .. Vi1len .he takes a· notion to have a :fence, he wants it 
( 1) 

put up be:Lore Saturday night." 

His delioacy. of ··feeling is even more apparent in his .. 
tender pathos, which runs through hiS~· work as a melancholy 

strain, at. times only a sweet, plaintive note, again developing 

into tragedy but.never.into bitterness. His. susaeptibility 

to the use or pathos accounts ~or muoh ·of the sentiment in his 

writings, which, though usually.restrained, at times borders 

(1) 1_he Blue Grass Region, P• 28. 



·on sentimentality and. even degenerates into it. To what ex-

tent it degenerat~s is a point on .which. his critics di:t:·:rer 

greatly. Mr. Van Doren perhaps represents the most extreme 

view when he asserts that his sentimentality ~orces him to 

become meloaramatio, a raot often over-looked, he point out, 

because o:f Allen's diction and pictures •. Ye:t he ado~: "Though 

he tends to the mellirluous and the saccharine he has in his 

better pages a.dewy,.J.uminous style, with words choicely 

picked out and cadences deJ.icately manipulated. By contrast 

most or the .Local colorists of his period seem homespun and 
( l) ' 

most or the romancers a litt.Le tawdry." 

Perhaps it is in this inherent susceptibility to beauty, 

oombinect with his·mastery o:L diction and the ability to write 

cadenced sentences, that the delioacy or his touch rests. By 

one cri-Uic. he is compared with _Co.rot, who transrusing "a 

commonplace landscape with silver dreams as the light trans-

fuses a pearl,_has the haunting, elusive, abiding charm of 
( 2) . 

twi.Light and dawn. 11 To another his work is suggestive or 

mignonette, the trai.Ling. arbutus, and the oreeping :tern of . (~} 

the. "garden of . .Literature." Allen himself says that a writer 

stands to his work as a mason to his wall; they keep the same 
( 4) . ~ 

level.;. they rise together. Just as his poe1iio temperament, 

(l) Carl Van Doren: Contemporary American Novelists, p. 26. 
(2) Outlook, 74:95~-6. 
(~) Book Buyer, 20:374-7. 
(4) Gentleman in .American Fiction, Bookman, 4:118-121. 
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then, is re:rlected in.his love tor beauty and :perfection and 

in the idealism with which he soxtened. his reaJ.istio material 

a.nd made it baautii"Ul, so it also found expression in the 

beauty of language and the delicate sensitiveness underlying it. 



CHAPTER V 

Early r1orks 

The works of Allen published in book form extend over a 

period of' thirty-tour years of his life. and consist of twenty 

volumes. They :fall naturally into three groups: first, his 

earlier writings composed of'.ahort stories, sketches, and 

novelettes, all which he regarded as apprentice work, but part 

of which, at ,least, seem destined to outlive ·his other works; 

second, the major novels revealing his concern with some o:r 

the serious problems of life which xorm the underlying thesis 

and reflect his.scientific and psyohologioaJ. thinking; and last, 

the novels and stories of his later years, more variea in 

character but less distinctive in quality and style_than his 

other writing. 

The :first group, including Flute and Violin, The Blue Ti} . 
Grass Region of Kentucky, John Gray, The Kentucky Cardinal, 

and A:rtermath,inmany ways represent.him at his best. They 

reveal ·his romantic interest in the early days of Kentucky 
·.. . 

and sllbv'V his abundant knowledge o:r local history and h,is ten-

dency to idealize it through his sympathetic touch in re-

,oree.ting. scenes and characters. They possess. ,a beauty and 

charm which he ~ailed to attain in his later ~orks, and more 

than any or his other fiction, they show him to have been a 

devotee of art, a seeker after perfection, with a Keats-like 

(l) Discussed in next chapter with The Choir Invisible. 
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sensitiveness Zor beauty. The beauties ot nature abound in 

them, giving a background o:t "orchestral harmonies," now gay 

and sprightly, now touchea with plaintive minors. The stories 

reflect the purity of sentiment of the author with his aeathet-

io sense, his gentle humor, his tender pathos, and h~a poetic 

delioacy of treatment. "Nowhere else in the period," says Mr. 

Pattee, "such aistinction o:E expression, such charm o:r literary 

atmosphere, combined with such deep soundings into the heart 
(l) 

of human l.i:te.u 

Flute and Violin,and. Other Kentucky Tales and Romances, 

Allen's firsi book, was pub2ished in 18~1--in a "pleasant 

autumn ox ~ruit~Ulness to me," he wrote reminiscently y~ar~ 
(2) 

later• It was dedioatea to his mother and included the six 

stories which had appeared in.Harper's and The Uentury at 

intervals contemporaneously with the blue grass sketches.· It 

had been Allen's original inliention.that.With eaoh desoriptive 

article ahou.l.ct go a story dealing with· the same subjeot. 

Thus, Two Gentlemen. of Kentucky woula accompany Uncle Tom at 

~ and The White Cowl the sketch of the Trappist monastery. 

The plan, ~a:fter having been carried out in part, was a.bano.oneo., 

however, on account of other work arowaing in. The volume 

appeared at an auspicious time when collections of short 

stories were becoming a popuJ.ar xorm ot .literature, rivaling 

even the novel, and in the beginning o~ the decade in which 

(l) F. L. Pattee:. A History o:r Amerioan Literature Since 
1870, P• '667 • 
- (2) Preface to The Landmark. 
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the short, story reached its highest level. 

As a collection Flute and Violin reveals well the author's 

literary ora:ftsmanshi:p and. his high regard.:ror form arid precision, 

touched with poetic beauty. Though at times there is an excess 

o:r rhetoric, too :tine-spun and painstaking, an over-elaborat·e 

use ot background, and an evidence of a too conscious e:r:rort on 

the author's part to.reach his ideal ot beauty, yet as a whole 

there is harmony in thought and expression. Through all the 
\ '-. ' ~ ~ .' r ··:· :• ~ ' ~'..' 

stories is a :reeling 01· remoteness d.Ue to the strong historical 

atmosphere in .the setting, to a slightly archaic treatment ot 

the material, and to an idealization of the past and of the 

types represented.· In this respect the stories form a striking 

contrast to the grim realism of Garland's :Main-Tr~eled Roads, 

which appeared in the same year. Yet in Flute and Violin, 

despite its idealism and remoteness, there is present a human 

element, a strain o:f sadness in all the beauty that invests the 

book, passion, pathos, and e.ven tragedy. 

The story, Flute and Violin, which gives- title to the 

'Volume, is perhaps the finest of the collection.. It has a very 

slight historical basis in that it grew out of an old memorial 

tablet in a church in Lexington, ~entucky. The story is told 

with grace and simplicity and with a genuine sympathetic unaer-

stand.ing ot human nature. The reader's interest is aroused at 

the first in the flute-playing, bachelor. pars,on .. with a "conscience 
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burning like a planet;" and '.then again. by his gay, whimsical 

manner when, dressed in the costume of a Virginia gentleman of 

olden times, he plays ana danoes the minuet, prompted possibly 

by the :fact. that on that day.he "had driven his ancient, rusty, 

creaky, chariot of his faculties too near the sun of love." 

It is the· reader's sympathy, ~owever, that is stirred by 

the pathos of the crippled boy--not because or his artliotion, 

but because o:t his intense longing ror a violin, which in his 

imagination he plays, ecstatically, passionately; because or 

his eager desire to see the pictures, so easy for everyone else, 

so impossible :tor him; because of the lump in his throat, the 

numb pain about his heart, the burdened conscience; because 

of' the gif't o:t the ·violin, so long hoped tor, but now so 'ti·ragio 

in its circumstances that it seems almost .a mockery. Perhaps 

nowhere else has Allen been so auocessfUl in his treatment ot 

child life as in 1ihe inner struggles o:t little David. The 

reader's sympathy ia further aroused for the parson as he hangs 

the !lute and violin up ·toge~her never ~o be used again, a 

symbol o±·_ the tragedy of his own li:i:e and that o:t his 11 ttle 

friend. 

To relieve this pathos there is a gentle humor in the story 

.found chiefly in the two devoted, oonsoientious sou.ls, Widow 

~purlock and Arsena ¥urnaoe, who conspire. "to provide the parson 

unawares with a sufficiency of air.and light" and in the widow's 
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deep concern over the logs on his :tire in August! The story con-

cludes with a p~thetic touch when.again the. parson plays his 

loved flute, but this time. only in .. imagination, "to souna the 

final roll-call of. his wandering faculties and to blow a last 

good-ni~ht to his tired spirit.n 

King Solomon.of Kentucky is based-on a historical inc1aent 

ooourring during the time o~ the cholera devastation in 

Kentucky in 18~;0. Many o:r the people mentioned. were real :people, 

and the ball, the sale ox King Solomon, the coming of the 

plague--all were actual happenings. One o:t the costumes which 

Allen describes .as having be.en worn at. the ball preceding the 
' 

coming of the epidemic was the wedding dress ox Allen's mother, 

"a. white satin, with ethereal silk overdress embroidered in an 
. ( l) 

oak leaf o:f green •. n. The revel.li'y at the ball at the opening o:r 

the story contrasts sharply With the horrors or death in the 

latter part. 

The chief interest centers in King ~olomon who at the 

beginning.is sold :tor vagrancy. He is portr~yed as a man who 

has arainea. his cup of hp.i:nan .. life; yet a. kindling light in 

his eye ane1. a passing.:tlush o:r his :taoe as the figure of Mr. 

Olay is pointed out aoross the street suggest a. spark o:t man-

hood. 1et remaining in him. It is, however,, auring the rav-

ages of the plague that he rises.above the wreck o:r his :tormer 

(1) Bookman-, 12:161. 
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self and. by heroic efforts.retrieves the pas1i, and renders a 

servioe for whioh .. he. wins. the. e.Apression of appreoia1iion at 

his "coronation scene." The picture is a pathetic one through-

out. unrelieved; by.humor. The character portrayal is more 

direct than.that in.Flute and Violin, both in the presentation 

of King Solomon and also of the old negress who through her 

kindness to him proves her devotion to the friend of her master. 

As a hero story it is unusual, and Allen treats it with 

corresponding sympathy, dignity and restraint. 

Two Gentlemen of Xentuc"ky po.rtrays with kindly sympathy 

and tenderness the devotion existing between master and slave. 

Both the Colonel and Peter are "gentlemen of the old school," 
.. 

unable to adjust themselves to the new regime. Thro~gh the 

Colonel's reflections over the former days and through hints 

brought out in bits of conversation the author suggests the 

.vast changes caused by the war. Humor is present but is al-

ways mingled with :pathos, as may be seen in the naive simpli-

city with which the Colonel enters into the business and 

political li:re of the town, in Peter's inability to satisfy 
\ 

the fashionable church of his bre~hren, ana in the re·tirement 

of the two to the shadowy quiet or their retreat, "in which 

the old master without a slave and the old slave without a 

master still kept up a brave pantomime of their obsolete re-

lation." Sympathetically, almost af'fectionately, Allen des-

eribes their life together, giving such delightf'ul details as 
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their walk in the garden, . Peter. "ji:ts.t a year and a ha1:t· behind 

in dress and a yard and a hal:f behind in space," o~ Peter's 

polishing the Colonel's shoes with too muoh blaeking, "perhaps 

thinking that the more blacking the greater the proof of love." 

The fine oourtesy, the delicate consideration ~or eaoh -other, 

the unselfishness and genuine devotion are all portrayed, 

much idealized, but suggestive o~ the finest relation between 

master and slave, both gentlemen and at nheart brothers and 

equals." 

~he White Cowl has :for its setting the Trappist monastery, 

so over-shadowed with its atmoaphera_o:f gray antiquity that 

the incongruity makes the beauty o:r the surroundings seem but 

mockery. Skillfully, though perhaps too elaborately, Allen 

has emphasized the contrast. "~he. pale-gleaming cross of the 

spire looks as though it would ~all to the earth, weary of its 

aged unchangeableness.lf "While Nature everywhere was clothing 

i tsel:f in J.i ving green •••• he (Fa th.er Palemo~) had wrapped the 

dead white oowl of centuries gone as the winding-sheet of his 

humanity." The theme of the story is the rebellion of the soul 

against the unnatural bonds or asceticism and the contrast 

between the mediaeval idea or attaining personal holiness by 

living apart from the world and a higher type attained in the 

thick or the world's temptation. The story is f'ull of deep 

passion. Father Palemon, a.isturbeQ. by a i·1fe and duty he had 

never before thought ot, is led to renounce his :priestly vows. 
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"Love~duty~-the world; in those three words lie all the human, 

all the Divine tragedy." In the.spiritual conflict Allen shows 

his conoern :for human problems and anticipates the soul s:t·ruggles 

of his chief novels. 

In Sister Dolorosa. a story or the Convent of the Stricken 

Heart, is again found revolt against asoetioism and again the 

very landscape becomes symbolic of the soul struggle. The · 

haunting atmosphere of dead autumn fielas, the spirit or vast 

loneliness, the yearning :tor :rireside contrasts largely with 

the momentary splendor of the sunset and the rapt and radiant 

expression of Sister Dolorosa. The sweet ~ad beauty· of her 

soul is tenderly suggested in its cloud-built realm o:r her 

fantasies.before her "blithe aspirationsn had yet "felt the 

weight of the clod it soars .within.:tl The tragedy of her lire 

is foreshadowed in the suggestions 01· comin·g real.i ty, of her 

last look at the. gorgeous 0'1ouos from the hill-top of her 

dreams, of her premonition of coming evil, and perhaps even 

in the wounded bird which aroused her sympathy. 

Again as in The Whi.te Cowl, the awakening :rrom dreams 

oomes through chance, :first in the disquieting conversations 

of the elderly c'ouple she visited and then through the 

.a.ccidenta.1·meetingwith Gordon Helm. "Their meeting was as 

unforeseen as another far overhead, where two white clouds, 

long shepherded aimlessly and from· opposite directions across 

the boundless pastures by the unreasoning winds, touched and 

melted into one." The whole scene of her renunciation of her 
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love·,, 'her"'Yieiding···7 ,to,· it,. ,and· her-," remorse;·"' and::·f.inal --expi«~~.ti on 

of ,he·r,.'~"seeming'"' sin\'''are·,del>i·oted ·with· intensj::ty"''. and · fe·e:ling • 

·Perhaps~,.:in .. thi.s.,-~.s,tory- .. ··.'.,the;!.:·s·ty1e::be,st--:i1lust·rates;·Al1en'.'·s.' .. ten-

de.ncy ... to:. !'f.ine·:·.wrtt~~:ng:~:.~. ~~r:tie..tor.i.oa.J..:f'.louriah·, .. :and.:·sensuo~a 
l 

imagery,. ye.t" much/.o:f' ... the,;:ibeau.ty. .. im: e·xpreesio!J is .. in :.harmony 

with., the1,~.-;beauty.; of ~:the·:'! sou-1~ .. of., .Si s:t:er.'<Do1oroaa: . .-: .. , ... 

. PosthUirlou·s;-,Fame+: or. a·.1Legend:·.,of ... _the.'.<Bea.u.tiful .. ,is.,a.:oo~traat 

to .the :,c other:· a tori es··:.·in,,. the•.·.oo1lec:tion .:· .. fr .. om::~the., .sta.ndpoin t of 

material:- ·and ·method·:of :treatment. The .. others,; .. ·aJ.l .. ·represent .. · 

Kentucky .. life.,,.in,,,:some~:;,way:t'..wh~le:.·;;here .. ,the,, ... story~:::i·s:,;unlo.c8iized. 

The,,'.-..o,thers:,:are:·,,all· closely: ·related,·•,to-.,.life-;.,. this(·ie, .. ·:,lacking,,;, 

in·· the 1 human:utouoh;• 'rt is.;an"' allegory• artistically:>worke~::~out 
l 

, ,a,nd .. ;sugges,t.ive·':: of ·. Ha.w-thorne ,· ,onc,the~'· theme. ''Of· man,~s ·desire,., to 

be .. rremembered:,1 aft~·rj.:dea.tb;·.;Tfie:,,poe·t 1 :· .. :.'.the:/soldier:9· : the.,,.:minit:r,ter, 

· not:.:oontent:.that;~:they::'ahould,,:,be,·:remembered.;in>their··works,,.:seek 

monuments::to·1.;pe:rpetuate .. ,.;theiir··memory;,~.:yet'.·.·the.:.1monument.s,•:~re 
,• 

powerle·s·Si" t~' ·render'·'thenF~immor·tar.~, The·· ~arti s.t .himse,lf ;rears 1 

a.monume·nt:~;t·o:hJ.·s:::love·:,:and· by'._.·,conoealing,·the·,epita.ph,.·eymbolio 

of··,··her· perfect:'hear,t·,· hopes . .;, to, make,her>·.immorta1 ••. 11ut,.he,· is 

,. enti,rely,:,misunderetood .. ,,and, .. ::t.he•,::bea.u:tiful.,,exter,i.or·:.ia"·.o.o.naidered 

only.,.a.ma.eterpieee·""'of ,mockery .•.. ,This.:,.l.eads: '·to ... the,: conclusion, 

that,.the!.,,only,ear,,thly.,,.immo:Dta.lity· .ie,,to .. be::::found .. not .in,.bea~tiful 

monuments"but.,:in.,,.words -and deeds which pass. into "the. long .hie· 

tory•.of .. the·,:·.race~ .. 1.: .. , 

The Blue Grass Region of Kentucky, and Other Kentuo1cy 
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Articles ,.(1892}, .a ... c.ollec .. ti.on .. ,.of .de.scr.i:ptive. ·sketches . pub1i.shed 

first in Harper's· a.nd The Century·1wae>,the·. result of."the 

augges,tion: made: ,by IL,.. llli.ti ... .i\.~den already. referred .to .in-..:the' 

biographical. sketch. Allen-. looked upon:_ it and.:'Flu.te··and Violin 

as.:· mere apprentice .work :.and,:;.said .his, aim. in. them-"was. "to train 

my· eye .. , to see, my· hand to:report things·ae-.they -'Were,. as a. 

preparation .for imaginative work, which, I hoped in t.ime ,would 
(1) 

follow .... 

The ske.tches· reveal:,AJ.len:•.s. power. of. description •. They 

shOW'·abundant\ laca.l know·1edge; the,~-r-esuJ..t of accurate and ·in-··: 

tima.te·observation~ Though they are·written with.the sympathetic 

hand of -.a: Kentuckian·,· they suggest an· attempt to be impartial . 

and- linprejudiced. _The descriptions ·are·· olear, vivid, and often 

rich in ... imagery, but as,in· Flute··and.,Violin, only rarely are 
1~ 

the·- figures , over•exaggerated. They· reveal much. of the .author' e 

love .. for nature·< and: people·,· his· pride in his English .. ancestry, 

his interest· in<tradition, and his .. lov·e· for the pictureaq~e .. and 

beautiful-• There· a.re ·many autobiographical suggestions· which 

bec·ome meaningful after· <a. :s-tudy of .Allen' :s li'.f e • 

. The .. Blue ... Grass .. Resion, the· .first of, the collection, .. seems 

most,,p.ereo .. na1 ... ,and.,. is- written -.with greater .. poetic fancy .than .the 

other.a.. It .beg.ins .. with.,a".description .of the ... blue .grass. the 

Saxon. grass, in whi:ch"he .. finds m:;:my likenesses.· to. the· Saxon 

people. He seems to give it persoria.lity, if grass may be s~id .. 

(l)_Lippincott's) 49(50):776. 
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to have such. Fondly he desoribes the beauty of the region with 

its graoefu.J. slopes, its woodland pastures, its harmony of 

atmosphere and aloud and sky. He speaks with pride of the Angl6-

Saxon ancestry of the people, and he characterizes them as 

rural gentlemen whose "ideal in life is neither vast wealth nor 

personal distinction~. but solid comfort' If and whose ideal of 

a gentleman.is elegant livi;ng. He finds opportunity oooasionally 

to bring .in humor in the form of mild sarcasm directed against 

the K~ntuckians, such as a contrast between their speed and that 

of their race horses. With a characteristic desire to be honest 

in his writing he reminds the reader that. Kentucky is not 

always as he has pictured it, and he frankly acknowledges that 

his observations may be ___ in:rJ.uenced by his intimate associations 

with the region from childhood. 

Uncle Tom at Home is an attempt to memorialize the type 

of nco.lored gentlemann which he represents. The sketch portrays 

vividly the picturesque settlements. in town where the negro 

popUlation.has packed itsel:r since the war. It emphasizes the 

sharp contrast between the old and the younger generations. It 

shows the tender association between the typical Xentuok.Y boy 

and h~s black "Mammy", the cook, the overseer, and points with 

pride to the mild form of slavery :round in Kentucky. 

County Co~t Daz in Kentucky and Kentucky Fairs indicate 

Allen's skill in the study of people. In the establishment of 

both institutions he sees the racial traits o:r the Anglp-saxons.: 

court day, a demand for civil justice and the athletic games 

aooompanying it and the fairs, an· outgrowth of the Kentuckians' 
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love for large gatherings. especially out o:f. doors. Graph-

ically Allen describes these festivities and shows how they ·-

mirror the life and spirit of the times. · His love :t:or an-·· 

ceatral tradition and his regret at the or~bling of the 

struoture of the o~id social ideals and 1'."ine manners with the 

coming of the war sre also suggested. 

A striking contrast to the gayety and social life :tound 

in these gatherings is the life described in the next sketch, 

A Home o:f the Silent Brotherhood_,. Her.a is especially apparent 

Allen'a ability to make the reade~ ·not only see this abbey, 

with so little about it pleasing to the aesthetic sense, but 
l 

to :reel the sacred a·ilenqe,. and the pervasive hush that 11falla 

like leaden pall on ·a stranger who has rushed in fi~om the 

talking universe." He secures the impression of stillness and 

separation :from the world through the accumulation:o:r e:f:tective 

details. Deep respect and reverence for the monks and their 

religious ideal.a . pervade ·the .whole sketch. 

Homesteads of the.Blue Grass is another o~ the more per-

sonal type. It again emphasizes.the hereditary love of land 

as the magnet drawing the pioneers across the mountains, the 

love of rural homes, the homogeneity of manners, dress, idea.ls, 

tastes due to the lack of distinction between urban and rural 

society •. The various .types o~ homesteads, the English love 

for family seolusion through vines a.nu shrubbery, the rich, 

massive :furniture, the portraits, the family graveyards with 
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their fast fading violets and perenniaLmyrtle--all are vividly 

and sympathetically described. 

The last. two sketches, Through Cumberland Garp pn Horseback 

and Mountain Passes or the Cumberland, though.Kentucky des-

soriptions, lack the personal tone round in.the blue grass sketches. 
. . 

~he first. is an account of a trip.and. shows j\llen's interest 

in the beau~itul scenery, the character of the mountaineers, 

their customs, language, and. civilization. The latter article 

deals with the coming oi civilization and the ·changes brought 

about through commercial and industrial activities. 

The most delightftll of all of AJ.len's works is :round in 

A Kentucky uardinal,. by many considered with A:Etermath as his 

masterpiece. It has all the marks or per:rection to be :round 

in Flute and.Violin with.the added quality of ·f'reedom :rrom any 

seif-consciousness or arti:Iiciality._ . It is :rresh, spontane6us, 

:l:Ull o:t wit.and wisdom, humor and ·tenderness. ~old in the 

:l:irst person, it gives to thi reader such a teeling of reality, 

such a human .personal touch that it seems like. a chapter out 

ox the author's own li!e. one reels that it is.Allen himself 
' 

in the per.son of Adam .Moss with his enthusiasm for nature and 

·his .:n,n.derstanding.of humanity •. Moreov~r, it is graceful an~ 

lyric in quality, a charming pas_:toral, idyllic prose-poem, with 

a universal apJ?aal .despite its Kentu~k-y atmosphere. 

The sa tt ing is Allen• s own home in tha . '.bea.u:trifUl blue 

grass region. and the ,time is that of iihe mid-oen~ury. 'The 
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slight plot has to do with the wooing of Adam Moss, a nature 

recluse. who tells the story, delighting the reader with his 

naive comments on the stages of development in his love making 

and with his hints suggestive of hi.s atti1iude toward 
Georgiana. even when he is :feigning ind.i:t:f'erence toward her. 

The acquaintance begins most.informally in a conversation over 

the strawberry bed, and here Allen shows greater skill than 
usual in the gay repartee which ena.s most abrup·t1y with the 

announcement, "I am Adam Moss •. " With this . del ight:tul beginning 

the friendship gradually ripens into love. 

Charming as the love story is. it does not surpass in 

its xascination the nature element and general human interest 

of the story as a whole. In this respect the book well 

illustrates the author's revelation of himselx in his works. 
The nature descriptions have all the accuracy o:t: a. uiaoiple 

of Thoreau or Audobon, which Adam purports to be, but they 

have also Allen's deep appreciation and un·derstanding of 1 t • 
a glad, personal intimacy. The nature tone is suggested at 

the beginning in.the words of Adam: ~The longer I live here, 

the better satisried I· am in having pitched my earthly camp 

~ire, gypsy-like, on the edge o~ a. .town, keeping it on one 

side and the green fields, lanes, and woods on the other. 

Ea.oht in turn, is to me as a magnet to the needle. At times 

the needle o~ my·nature points towards the country. On 



that side everything is poetry. I wander over field and :rorest 

and through me runs a glad current of feeling that is like a 

clear brook aoross the meadows o:r May. At others the need1e 

veers·round, and I go to town--to the massed haunts o:t the 

highest animal ana cannibal. That way nearly everything is 
(1) 

prose.n 

Thus, as in the previous stories, nature :rurnishes the 

background, but here it does much more than present external 

:forms. There is a susceptibility to the various mooas--in 

winter when at low tide, in the wakening out ot winter sleep, 

in the enticing beauty of May, in the universal brooding still-

ness or.August when the .eagerness o:r spring is gone. 'Nature 

is the underlying passion interwov~n into the 1if e and thought 

o:t the characters and into the plot. It suggests the su-

premacy. of human love, compared with love :for nature, and con-

spires with the fascination of Georgiana to make· Adam realize 

his need of human companion-ship: "!I!his year as never before I!. 
' 

have felt the beauty o:r the world·. And with the new brightness 

in which every common scene has been a~parelled there has 

stirred within me a need o:f human companionship un'lmown in the 

past. It is as if Nature had spread out her last loveliness 

and said: 'See! You have before you now all that you can evor 

get from me! It is not enough. Realize this in time. I am 

(1) A Kentuc!ry Cardinal, pp. 6-7 • . ' 
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your mother. Love me as a child. But remember: Such love 
( l) 

can only be a little part of your life." 

The cardinal itsel:f, Which gives title to the book, has 

a special signixioance in the story. It becomes at once 

symbolic of the character of Georgiana and an important factor 

in the development o:r the love story. With l'eeling Adam de-

scribes him near the beginning as he tells of his concern ror 

the birds that remain in Kentucky ror the winter, and how those 

that do wear the hues of' the season. "Save only him--proud 

stranger in OtlI' unrriendly land--the riery grosbeak. Nature 
( 2) 

has no harmonies ror him." Again in rererence to winter he 

says, "It is then that his beauty is most conspicuous, and 

that Death, lover or the peerless, strikes at him from arar •••• 

What wonder if he is so shy, so rare, so secluded, this 

flame-colored prisoner in dark green chambers, who ha~ only 
. (3) 

to be seen or heard and Death adjusts an arrow." There seems 

almost a foreshadowing of the events in Aftermath in the con-

clusion that "could the first male or the species have rore-

seen how, through the generations of' his race to come, both 

their beauty and their ·song, which were meant to announce them 

to Love, would also announce them to Death, he must have 
(4) 

bJ.anched snovv-white with despair and turned as mute as a stone." 

(1) A Kentuc'ky Cardinal. p. 6~ .. 
(2) Ibid., P• 14. 
(3) Ibid., p. 16. 
( 4 )' ill.£.. ; p • :};tt.~ :~: • 

l 
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It muet have been the cardinal that Adam had in mind in 

his description of Georgiana, when he says o:r her: "Georgiana, 

then, is a rather elusive character. The more I see of her, 

the less I understand her. If your nature draws near hers, 

it retreats. I:r you pursue, it flies-~a little :frightened 

perhaps. If then you keep still and look per:fectly safe, she 

will return, but remain at a fixed distance, like a bird that 
(1) 

will stay in your yard, but will ~ot enter your house·." It 

is the cardinal also that plays a most innocent part in the 

misunderstanding between the lovers when Adam fancies that 

Georgiana asks him t.o cage the redbird. :ror her as a test o:r 

his love. 

Not only is the story vibrant with the life of the out-

doors, but it also reveals the author's wholesome view of li:re. 

His genial humor is. all-pervading. It is seen in the playfUl. 

mood in ._which Adam de sari bes. Nature doing. her house cleaning 

with rain clouds for her water buckets and the winds :ror her 

brooms. It reveals itself in the :ronct, indul~ent interest Adam 

takes in Sylvia, Georgiana's sister, whose gay, sprightly 

nature he is .better able to understand.. 01· her he says, "Little 

halX-fledged spirit, to whom the yard is the earth and June 

eternity, but who peeps over the edge of the nest at the ohivalry 

of the ages, and fancies that she knows the world." It is seen 
. ' 

in the good-natured satire with which he looks on the :roibles 

(1) A Kentucky Cardinal. p~. 53~4. 
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of humanity--his cha.ra.oterization o:r his "rain crown and his 

"mocking bird," his raillery directed against the visitors 

who show him favor in the season when roses and lilies are 

in bloom or strawberries ripe. Humor permeates every page with 

its warmth and. its· kindliness toward the, world.. 

Yet there is a reaognition o:f the sadness o:f life as seen 

in the description of twilight: "~he last hour of light touches 

the birds as it touches us. When they sing in the morning, it 

is with happiness of the earth; but as the shadows fall strange-

ly about them, and the helplessness of the night comes on, 

their voices seem to be lifted up like the lortiest poetry of 

the human spirit, with sympathy :tor realities and mysteries 
(l) 

past· all unde1 .. stanaing. n This habit or seeing both the sadness 

and the joy of life and o:f feeling that on the whole l'i:fe is 

goo.d is characteristic of Allen's philosophy and aooounts :tor 

the optimism found in all his works. 

·Though.A.Xeritucky Cardinal is not_conceived on the large 

scale that Allen atte~pted in.his longer novels, it has ex-

quisite delioaay in its vary simplicity, in its deep, wholesome 

sentiment, and in it Allen achieved that classic perfection 

of beauty and rinish which he sought so ardently. It was a 

favorite with him also, at least among his earlier books. During 

(1) A Kentucky Cardinal, ·P• l~U .• 
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the time that Summer inArcady was appearing in The Cosmo-

politan he was asked which was his favorite among his writ-

ings and this was his reply: "I think on the whole I like 

A Kentucky Cardinal because I believe it is truer to nature, 

closer to humanity ana a bet·ter reflection on the life it 
. . (1) 

portrays than any other work I can call my own." The thirty 

years that have passed sinoe then have shown that the general 

reader concurs with hi~ in that remark, ror A Kentucky 

Oardinal is still favorite reading, rivaled only among his 

works perhaps by The Choir Invisible. 

Aftermath, the sequel to A Kentucky Cardinal, continues 

in a similar vein with the same characters. It has the same 

lyrical qualities, lightness anct delicacy. o:r shading, the same 

genial humor, the same half whimsical fancy. But with all 

this gayety there is a growing earnestness, a plaintiveness 

which drops into a .. reminiscent, wistful, yearning mood at the 

last. 

Georgiana is still the elusive character who.m 4aam tries 

to follow as suggested in his reflection on her: "During a 

walk across the summer ~ields my :root· has sometimes paused at 

the brink of a silvery runlet, and I have followed it back-

ward in search or the spring. It may lead to the edge of a 

Ciark wood; thence inward deeper and aeeper; aisappearing at 

last in a nook o:f coolness and sha<i.o.w, green leaves and my-

s1iery. The overheard rill of Georgiana's voice issues :rrom 

inner depths o:r being that no human soul has ever visited, 

(1) Current Literature, 20:,106-7. 
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or perhaps will ever visit. What would I not give to thread 

my way,. bidden and alone, to that far region o~ unoaptureu 
( l) . 

loveliness?" Nor does this yearning cease.with marriage; 

always there is the er±ort o:f one soul to reach the other. 

~he.home life is ideal with its genuine love and harmony 

and with the kindly attitude toward mankind as suggested in 

the "room or chari:ty and kindnes~- to all creatures." 

Love for nature is still evident, but it is abanaoned 

temporarily for the human love. Though Adam gladly gives 

up the one for the other, the "busin~ss in town," which 

he has adopted to gratify Georgiana, brings no "intellectual 

satisfaction" as contrastea with the stuay of nature which 

always outreaches his pow~rs. 

Humor is still present but more and. more minglea with 

pathos. The seriousness of the story is suggested in the ais-

cussions on the concerns of life, the high ideal o:r the 

soldier, the bravery of a people as evidenced in the spirit 

of the forefathers rather than in feuds and auels, the 
. \ 

naturalness with which one looks upon nature and speaks ot 
I 

it .as· contrasted with the reticence in talking of life. 

In all t~is Adam is strongly suggestiv~ of the author 

himself. They have the same sober attitude toward life 

blended with a keen sense of humor, the same high ideals and 

conscientiousness, the same calm, restrained manner, the· 

(l) Aftermath, p. 167. 
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same love for nature and the sensitiveness to the finer things 

of life. Like Adam, Allen also was more of an observer of 

mankina than a participant in the axfairs of life. Yet there 

was a sterner, strong side to Allen's character which perhaps 

is more :i:·u11y realized in· John Gray in The Ohoir Invisible 

than in A
0

dam. 

The seriousness of the story becomes tender pathos in the 

latte,r :part. Th~ pride of Adam as hint ea in the statement, 
11I have been a sire for half' a day," is blended with the heart-

ache over the meditation on the necess.ity o:r his son's meeting 

with .the realities of li±·e "when he shall have become a man 

and have grown less wise." There is an added strain o:t· :pathos 

in the gentle, playrul spirit or .the young mother with which 

she recalls their first conversation in the words, "Old man, 

are you a gardener?" and in the strawberry blossoms whose chill 

becomes symbolic of the chill of death. 

With·rare delicacy of feeling the author passes over the 

harrowing events or death, but how poignantly is suggested .the, 

~eal grie:f in the simple words; "A month has gone by since 
f 

Georgiana passed away. Today for the first time, I went back 
(1) 

to the woods." With the return to nature comes the healing 

qualities derived :tram.it. iiAs I approached the edge of the 

forest,n says Adam, "it was as,though an invisible company of 

intluences came gently forth to meet me ana sought to draw me 

(1) Aitermath, p. 258. 
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baok to into their old friendship. I found myself stroking 

the trunk of trees as I would throw my arms around the should-

ers of a tried comrade;. I drew down the branches l»d plunged 
(1) 

my faoe into the new leaves as into a tonic stream." The 

mournful note of the bird ·calling for its dead mate and the 

feeling ox sadness due to the death of Mr. Clay--a historical 

touch in the story--mingled with his own grief, leads Adam 

to reflect on the "wastage of the divine, the law oi' loss, 

whose right to reign no creature, .brute or human, ever ao-

knowledges.u 

Despite the minor key of the latter part of the book, 

the story concludes with peace, serenity, restrained emotion. 

The beautiful af'termath becomes symbolic of his resignation. 

"I oan match the a:rtermath of nature, "says Adam; "with the 

aftermath of' my life. The Harvester passed over my rields 

aeaving them bare; they are green again up to the winter 1 s 
(2) 

edge." · 

Thus the st.ory is delightful from its playful beginning 

in A Kentucky Cardinal to the wistful sweet melancholy of· 

the. end in Aftermath. It contains pure, wholesome sentiment 

which is saved from sentimentality by quiet restraint and 

calm. ~o rare and ethereal is the·beauty of these two little 

volumes that the reader agrees with Miss Brown in The Atlantic 

(1) Aftermath, pp. 252-~. 
{2) ~., PP• 259-60. 
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·Monthll, who says that oritiaising'them gives one the feeling 

of Wordsworth's little sister who feared to brush the dust 
( l) ' 

f'rom th'i) wings of the butterfly; or like Mr. Van Doren, who 

says that the Kentucky Oardinal-Axtermath story has all. the 
( 2) 

~uaint graoe of pressed flowers and remembered valentines. 

Perhaps these comments express the attituae pf the average 

reader aonaerning the books and explain in a measure why 

they are considered Allen 1 s masterpieces. 

(1) Atlantia Monthly, 7~:104-110. 
( 2) Carl Yan '\Doren: Contemporary American Novelists. p. 27. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Major Novels 

The period including his four major novels, Summer in 

AroadY,, The Choir Invisible, The Reign of Law and The Mettle 

of the Pasture, marks a decided change in Allen's work. It 
' ' 

shows definitely the influence o:f his reading of Frenoh and 

Engli~h realists, especially Hardy, of his scientific and 

psychological studies, and his application of them to the· 

serious problems of humanity. His scientific attitude led 

him away from the field of romance into that of ·realism, away 

~rom the merely poetic and spiritual to an objective study 

of the physical and material. Yet his romantic nature and 

his idealism,~{._as has already been pointed out, tempered this 

realism and touched it with a poetic and spiritual beauty that 

made of it a ~ar different thing from that of the realists 

proper. His field is therefore an enlarged one. Kentucky is 

still the background and gives atmosphere to his stories, but 

the themes are universal, involving fundamental problems of 

life, the study of inheritance, of instincts and elemental 

forces, of sin and its responsibility. 

An explanation ox this change may be found in his own 

discussion in an article in The Atlantic Monthly of uatober, 
: . ( l) 

1897, on ~wo Principles in Recent American Fiction•~ In this 

(l) Atlantic Monthly, 80:4.~~~~ll. 
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he says that Ameriaan fiction has been dominated for some years 

by what is known in the a.rt of the world as the '.'Feminine 
I 

Principle" whose essential characteristics are refinement, de-

licacy,. and grace •. H~~WOU:ld not idepreoiate this principle 

and points to its real servioe in t~e establishment of good 

prose style with its standards of good taste, good thought and 

good breeding, which, he asserts, we can no more afford to 

do without in our novels than in our lives. Yet as a full por-

trayal o~ American civilization with its growth and change it 

is inadequate. There is also need, he says, of the "Masculine 

Principle" with its virility, strength, and massiveness, which 

he see·s beginning to supplant the Feminine as a dominant :rorce. 

"It is striking out boldly 1·or large things in larger areas of 

adventure, larger spaces of history, with freer movemente through. 

both---it is the movement away from the summits o~ life to 

the primitive springs of action." He himself sees the happiest 

result ·in a proper balance or the two. In his writing of 

this period, therefore, is apparent an attempt to seek strength 

and virility in his work through the treatment of basic, 

:fundamental. problems of' life. He never loses sight, however, 

of refinement, delicacy, and grace, those standards of the 

"feminine Principle" which had dominated his earlier work, and 

as a reauJ.t both pri~oiples rind harmonious blending in these 

major novels·. 
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Bummer in.Araady-(1896), though.published the year pre-

ceding his artiole on Two Principles, gives evidence of the 

application of the ideas expressed in it. It might be said . 

to mark the transition from the early works with their 

oharaoteristics~of charm, .of beauty in expression~. of delicacy 

of treatment to the chief novels of this period of more 

momentous import. It first appeared as a serial story in~ 

Cosmopolitan beginning with the issue of November, 1895, 

under the title Butterflies: A Tale of Nature, and wqs pub-

lished in.book form with an explanatory preraoe the following 

year. 

In this novel AJ..len had a very definite purpose in mind 

which he explains in· the preface. It was a protest against 

the unv1holesomeness of some of the new :t'iotion in whose nblaok, 

chaotian\books, he says, there is "hardly a. thing of value 

to the normal portion of the race, in its clean advance toward 

higher living, that they have not in effect belittled or 

insulted." With this charge against the new fiction he sets 

about to oppose it :.wi.th a literature of more wholesome ideals, 

best expressed in his own words: "It is again.st the downward-· 

moving fiction of mani~old disorder that: the writer has ven-

tured to advance a protest under cover of a story--a story, 

he is too well aware, that could not possibly carry with it the 

weight and measure of an.opposing argument, but that should 

at least contain the taste and quality of beautifUl repudiation. 



To this. end, and wi.th the use of the weapons put into his hands, 

he has taken two robust young people in the crimson :riush of 

the earliest summer of-life; they are dangerously forefathered; 

they are carelessly reared; they are t~mptingly environed; they 

are alone with one another and. with nature; and Nature intent 
(l) 

on a single aim directs all her power against their weakness." 

~hus, meeting his opponents on their own ground of "naturalness," 

he ventures to charge his story with as much peril, but yet, 

as ha says, to wrest a moral victory for ea.oh of his characters 

and for the old established order of civilized society. 

Ae in A Kentucky cardinal and Aftermath na·ture is still 

a predominant e:lement. It. gi vea a charming pastoral, idyllic 

setting for the events of the .story. It finds a sympathetic 

expression in the beauty of its minute descriptive details. 

It furnishes the fancirul symbolism in which human life is 

likened to the field of gay f'litting.butterfi'ies, suggested 

first in the prelude and recurring again and again throughout 

the story. The author's love for nature is evident also in 

the beauti:Lul desaription of June days in Kentucky, the season 

for picnics in the woodland pastures, when the skies are 

fairest, the beauty or the young summer perfect, the breezes 

sweet with the scent of the fields, the odor ox crushed grass--

the Aroady of that passionate land and people. 

Yet nature is more than a lovely background, or a fancitul 

(l) Quoted in The Dial, 21:19-20. 



interpr'etation of li:re; it is an impelling ±·orce, a dominant 

personality driving the characters on to their destiny. It 

not only has its beauties, its sympathetic mooas, but it has 

also its merciless laws which govern the laws of life. As 

the gay creatures of the field are whirled about by elemental 

forces, so youth is hurled on involuntarily ·by the same. 

Nature is a driving power. She "really issued the invitations 

to the pianics. 11 She "is lashing everything--grass, fruit, 

insects, cattle, human creatures--more fiercely onward to the 

fulfillment of her ends." So Daphna, restless, discontented, 

lonely, and Hilary, inconstant, wild, are hurled onward by the 

forces of nature. The story is thus one of passion, of love 

springing up fiercely, yet in the end becoming controlled 

through a growing sense· o:t right and a desire to do it. Olesely 

associated with this theme is that of heredity. Neither 

Daphne nor Hilary could see the faulty generations behind 

them that had made them what they were. 

In structure Summer in Arcady is freer from faults of 

digresa~on than the other novels of the group. There is a 

fitness of detail end inci.dent to the main motive and a close 

relatio?L.existing between them, due perhaps to _the B)lmbolism 

running thr.ough the plot. Yet :rrom the standpoint of 

strength it stands to The Choir Invisible, its successor, as 

youth to maturity. 
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It reveals muoh_of. the author's idealism and spiritual 

quality and of his applioation ... of them to life. This is 

apparent especially in.the followi~g: "Nature had been having 

her way with him as an animal.during those days of waiting; 

but something else had begun to have its way also--something 

that we satis:fy oursel_ves by calling not earthly and of the 

body, but unearthly and of the soUl--something that is not 

pursuit and enjoyment of another, but self"-sucririoe for 

another's sake, that does not bring satiety but ever-growing 

dearness onward through youth, and joy into old age and 

sorrow-----that asks, as its utmos·t .desire, for a li:re through-
( 1) 

out eternity, spirit with spirit." 

.. Allen.' s ·Summer in. Araady .was orit icised. both bitterly 

and. favorably. From a structural point or view it was artistic--

Mr. Van Doren calls it his masterpieoe-_-yet its moral tone 

was questioned even by his friends. No one can doubt his 

sincerity of purpose, however. He speaks frankly .but delioate-
(2) 

ly. If Allen has .shown, says Mr •.. MacArthur .in i'he Bookman, 

that passionin :tiction can be made to serve a nobler ethical 

purpose by use o~ the same weapons viciously used by other 

writers, and.that imaginative realism, transrigured by ideal-

ism, is nearer to the truth, in life than a sordid realism, 

then.t>ummer in ArcadY was not in vain. 

(1) Cosmopolitan, 20;400. 
(2) Bookman, ~=~47-9. 



.The Choir Invisible ( 1897) is an expansion .o:r John Gray 

(1893), Allen 1 s first at~empt at novel writing, which appeared· 

in Lippincott•s for J'DD.e, 18~2, and was published in book 

form the following year.. John Gray is a slight but charming 

novel with a background of the pioneer days of Kentucky 

immediately following the Revolution. Its· charm lies chiefly 

in the romantio atmosphere and glamor of :t·rontier li:Le, in 

its nearness.to nature, its simplicity,. and in its pervading 

spirit of gentle humor.. !!.'he interest a enters chiefly, as 

the title indicates, in the character of John Gray, a young 

Scotch-Irish school teacher rrom ~ennsylvania, who has been 

attracted to Kentucky by the primitive wilderness struggle 

in which he sees the ·old drama o~ the race reenacted. His 

infatuation ror Amy Falconer and his rejection by her form 

the basis :ror the plot. 

In The Choir Invisible. Al.len uses this love story as an 

introduction to the real plot.- With the same characters, much 

mo.re care:Lully and subtly drawn, and with additional episodes 

he builds up a literary structure or more serious conception. 

The changes are ind iaa t.i ve both of' Allen's thinking and oi" his 

style. The Choir Invisible reveals his concern with spiritual 

pr~blems, with the stuuy of the inner life, with soUl conrliats, 

with a. delicate analysis o:t reeling and emotion. In its 

literary form .it shows his oare~ul methods 01 revision. Though 



perhaps two•thi1 .. ds of John Gra:v .is used. at the. beginning, 

there are slight changes in the wording ot sentences, and 

substitution of more exact or more colorful expressions; 

there are £requent auditions oI importance and omissions of 

idle or irrelevant material, especially extravagant conoeits. 

The historical background is made more significant, reveal-

ing the dangers and hardships or pioneer life. This added 

seriousness in. The Choir. Invisible, perhaps,. accounts ror the 

loss of the genial spirit of.good-natured humor that is one 

of the charms of John Gray. 

The moat significant change,, however, comes in the char-

acterization. and in the analysis o:t the feelings and emotions 

as portrayed in the gradual development o~ the unoonxessed 

love of John Gray and Mrs •. Falconer.:ror each other and in .. their 

renunciation oz each other for tha sake o~ right and es-

tablished custom. Amy Falconer remains much the same in both 

stories, a gay, shallow, flippant creature, whose rejection 

of John Gray in no way disappoints the reader, who :teels alm'ost 

from the first that the lightness of her nature would be in-

compatible with the sober depths or his oha~acter. In striking 

contrast to her is her aunt, Mrs. Falconer, who in John Gray 

is described as "one o:t: the first o:r those remarkable gentle-

women who followed their husbands into the wilderness, and 

there in time laid an impress so strong and :rine .upon the local 

.civilization that its traditions are lustrous still." Her 
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refinement and cUlture are in no measure lessened by the rude 

work she must do or by the surroundings of pioneer life. Her 

absolute loyalty to Major Falconer and her respeot for·him, 

though the marriage is an uncongenial one, her understanding of 

people; her wonderful se1f-contr9l, .her dignity and graoe 

distinguish her as a person of unusual character. Never ~or 

a moment until she .is :rree does she reveal that her feelings 

for John Gray are.more than those :tor a d.ear friend. Her per-

s~nality with its high ideals, which include the life of the 

spirit as well as that or the body and mind, dominate the whole 

story. Her moral strength and stab.ility are delicately and 

pertinently suggested by her quiet remarks ·in times o:r stress, 

as "I don't understand," or "I shall go softly all my years." 

They are also revealed in the parson 1.s comment: "She holds in 

quietness her land o~ the spirit; but there are battle-fields 
( 1) 

in her nature that fill me with awe by their sil~nce." Alto-

gether, she represents the finest character Allen has drawn not 

only in The Choir Invisible but anywhere in his writings. 

John Gray is a strong character also. He i~· a· young man 

of sincere soul, of intellectual power and moral worth, a man 

of passion, yet o~ marked selr-control, calm and resolute. In 

the early part of the story he is unduly independent ·and over-

configent of hie own success. Only gradually does he discover 

that it is Mrs. Falconer rather than Amy who is.the object o:f 

his arfection. His real strength of character is apparent in 

(1) The Choir Invisible,pp. 28~-4. 
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his struggle to betray in no way his passion and finally in 

nis complete renunciation of it. Malory's La Marte D'Arthur 

plays an important part in_ bringing him to a realization of 

his better self, to an acknowledgement of the power that comes 

through suf'f'ering, a.nu to his ability to reach the "high 

table land" in the "Country of the Spirit." Thus in the end, 

though missing ideal happiness, he is able to look baok on 

prosperity, honor, content without losing faith in mankind 

or aspiration toward perfection. 

The books reveals much of the author's idealism. It is 

evident in the high ideals ox John Gray and Mrs. Falconer, and 

~n the lessons drawn from the days or chivalry. It is seen 

alao in ~rs. Falconer's .discussion of the two sets of ideals; 

the one, like lighthouses which rrom afar point the way to 

perfection; the other, like candles in the hand, the ideals o:r 
what will be possible.of attainment if one makes the best use 

of the world and of himself. 

The significance of the title of the book which is based 

on George Eliot's poem of the same title, is first alluded to 

in the author's reference to the school-house or a hundred years 

ago and to the young schoolmaster who has long since joined the 

"choir invisible of the immortal dead. But there is something 

left of him though more than a_ ,century has pas·sed away: something 

that has wandered :rar down the ciuurse of time to us ••••• like 



an old melody, surviving on and on in the air without any 

instrument, .without any strings." These frequent allusions 

to music and the flute playing of the parson give added charm 

to the story. 

The Choir Invisible is often classed as a historical 
. ! 

novel. Yet the historical element mer.ely furnishes background 

for the events of the story and makes pertinent much of the 

action of the characters. One feels that the author's real 
~ ,"" .. .,,;,. 

purpose is th~ portrayal of. charaote~ through the spiritual 

struggles of· John Gray and ~.~· Falconer. These are of univer-

sal interest and linger in the memory after the details of 

setting. and . action are ±·orgotten. 

Tpe· Reign of Law (1900) is a reflection of Allen's in-

terest .in science and its relation to religion. _ Though in no 

wise autobiographical, it contains many personal touches 

which are suggestive of Allen's own experiences and history •. 

~he dedication also lenas a reeling or reality--"To the memory 

of a father and mother whose self-sacririce, high sympathy, 

and devotion the writing o:t this story has caused to live 

afresJ.i in the evergrov1ing, never-aging grati tuae o:f their son." 

The book was published also in England under the titie, ~ 

Increasing Purpose. 

b'.rom the standpoint o:r structure the story is unusual in 

two ways. It is composed ox two parts as de~initely as A 

Kentucky Cardinal ~nd Aftermath, the first part presenting in 
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a :rew strong dramatic situations the.spiritual struggle o:r 

the hero and his consequent loss of' .:raith, the latter part 

containing the love sto·ry and David's restoration to a whole-

some view o:r life and religion. It is peculiar also in its 

prelude which traces the history and growth ,o:r hemp. The 

latter especially is told with a poetic fancy and a delicacy 

of :reeling :ror the beauty of' the hemp :rields and :ror its 

fragrance, nonce known in childhood, ever in __ th.e. memory a:rter-

ward." It is suggestive of' the author's keen susceptibility 

to the delights or the various seasons particularly notice-

able in his description of the coming of' fall. 

The prelude, however, has a distinct structural purpose 

in the story •. It :rurnishes the background and suggests the 

atmosphere and the symbolism by which lixe is interpretea. 

It reflects the author's characteristic habit of brooding over 

nature and relating it to human life. Here he sees the shap-

ing in:t'luences of nature on the intellectual and spiritual 

lire. In the growth o~ the hemp and in the pr~cesses or its 

care he sees a likeness to the soul's struggle upward and. to 

the refining and ennobling influence of adversity. The 

symbolism continues throughout the story with its frequent 

re:terenoes to the hem:P and its mystical application to l.ife ~a · 

preparation :ror immortalit~. "O Mystery Immortal! which is 

in the hemp and in our sou.ls, in its bloom and in our passions; 



by which our poor brief' lives are led upward out of' the earth 

f'or a season, then cut down, rotted and broken--for Thy.long 
( l) 

service!" 

The ·underlying idea of harmony between science· and re-

ligion the author expresses in David.' s discussion of his 

sc±entif'io reading: "The universe--it is the expression of 

Law. our sun--the driving force.of law has made it. mur 
earth--Law has shaped that; brought Life out of it; evolved 

Life on it from the lowest to the highest; lifted primeval 

Man to modern Man; out of barbarism developed civilization; 

out of preh.ietorio religion, historic religion. And this 

one order--method--purpose--ever running and unrolding 

through the universe, is all that we know of Him whom we oall 

Creator, God,. our Fa·ther. so that His reign is the Reign 

of Law. He, Himself', is the author of the Law that we should 
(~) 

seek Him:. We obey, and our.seekings are our religions." The 

whole story is an appeal for openness of mind to ~ruth through 

the findings of science and for toleration in judging others 

in matters of raith. 

The Xirst chapter with its vivid picture of pioneer days 

has a special significance in introducing another theme closely 

related to the mental conflict of David--that of inheritanoe. 

Hie independence, his courage, hie honesty, his desire to hear 

(1) The Re1gn of Law, P• ~Sb. 
(2) The Reign or Law, pp. 294-b. 



both sides, to "see.truth whole" are a part of his racial 

inheritance from three generations back, though his own 

parents fail to realize this and as a consequence misunder-

stand him entirely! 

The first part of the story is much stronger in con-

struction and presentation. The reader's interest is aroused 

at once· in this country, lad with his discontent in the sur-

roundings which ha had outgrown, in his day dreaming of col~ege, 

in the simplicity of his religion, and in his earnestness 

o:L purpose. Skill:Lully' the author portriys the beginning of 

his questi.oning o:t .religious matliers, his extreme sensitive-

ness so "that he shrank rrom these ori1iioal analyses as he 

would :trom dissecting the body of the cruoi:tieci. Redeeme;," 

and his gradual loss of faith. The most vivid scenes are 

his conversation with his pastor, his trial scene, and his 

return home. The lack of sympathy and understanding of.David's· 

pastor and protessors is doubtless overdrawn for the purpose 

oi" crystallizing David's experiences.. Perhaps most ~·ragic 

of all is his return home where he ooUld expeat only mis-

understanding and disappointment. With aeep poignancy the 

author makes the· reader feel Davia's loneliness and his in-

tense yearning for response and sympathy. 

Gab;riella, the heroine who appears only in the lat1ier 

part of the story, represents the_aristocratic type o:t 

southern woman whose social order was completely changed by 



the war. Her memories .ot that old life, her return to it 

through her reading ana day dreams, her love for rerinement 
. . 

and culture, her love ror the beautifu.J.--all are told with 

v~vidness .and feeling. ahe, too, was a product or her an-

cestral inheritance, with her happy disposition and tempera-

mental gayety, which, ·combined with her religious :Lai th, kept 

her spirits alive during those years when she was reauoed rrom 

the position of he±ress to· that of wage-earner. 

In her David found sympathy and understanding.. Both were 

the children or revolution: she of a ,social, he of an in-

tellectual one. "Through her :tall and his rise, 11 they were 

thus brought to a common level. She had patience to listen 

to David's tedious discussion or science and theology, or 

as one oritic expresses it, she had "infinite capacity :tor 

being bored." Yet· through her sympathy and daep religious 

conviction she was the means o:r restoring Davi.a to hi$ faith. 

~he conclusion is thus typiaal of the. author with his ideal-

ism and hopefulness which would have made impossible his 

closing the story with David~s return home. 

uther interesting·and vividly portrayed passages are those 

describing the blending of the classes following the war, 

the description o:f the sleet storm with its beauties of scenery., 

its "wastage of nature," and its ef:reat on animal life • 

. These are discriminating studies in a close and carefuJ. 
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observation. There are also many realistic pictures of life 

in the farmhouse, both at David' a home and ·at Gabr±ella' S·, 

and in the descriptions. ox the tieLdS~ 

In ~he Mettle of the Pasture (1903) Allen.again deals 

with an ethioal probJ.em, the double standard of purity • . 
Closely assooiated with it is his favorite one of inheritance 

involving the placing o:f responsibility for sin. Hence the 

book is a serious one and is again re:J:lectiV'e of the author's 

puzzling over life's problems. 

In structure the p+ot has greater complexity of incident 

than those of his other novels. The action moves steadily 

forward, though held in suspense orten·by episodes with no 

great loss of interest to the reader. Likewise the author 

uses a greater number of characters than in any of his other 

works, some drawn with skill. There is less ot the nature 

element, probably beoause of the greater emphasis on the 

study.of human motives and actions. 

The introduction with its beautiful description ox a 

southern aristocratic home and or the lovely Isabel Conyers, 

filled with joy in. expectation of the coming of her lover, 

Rowan Meredith, and with the mystic feeling of the eternal 

guardianship ot the world is a sort of evening reverie and 

gives the reader the an~ioipation of a romance rich in 

sentiment. The piotureaque and harmonious setting emphasizes 
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by 'contrast, however, the tragedy of th_eir meeting, his con-

fession, and her consequent rejection o:i:- him. Again the as-

pect of nature is blended into the tragio xeeling as the owl 

flies vio.iuusly at Isabel when she picks up her shawl, and 

the sinking of the moon leaves everything in a pall or dark-

ness, symbolic of her mood. 

In her appearance Isabel bears all the evidence of noble 

descent with her beauty and perfection of reatures, her bear-

ing, and her honesty of soul. Her own high standards lead 

her to condemn Rowan a_s a man would condemn a woman under like 

circumstances. Her ideal of him is so completeJ.y shattered 

that in a later scene where she bids him farewell, she is most 

harsh and cruel in her bitterness toward him. Yet her re~ 

coil is no less intense than her affection had been. 

Rowan, the hero, is not a conspicuous figure in the story. 
(l) 

One critic calls him a principle rather than a personality. 

He is a product of his inheritance,, which in his case meant 

a clashing or elements ~ithin him. His father's line was com-

posed of mini.stars, lawyers, theological professors, narrow-

minded, strong-minded~ upright, unb·ending. His mother's line 

was different--congressmen, soldiers, country gentlemen, sow-

ing their wild oats early, men with large open frailties, but 

without crime or cowardice. Perhaps the most tragic scene 

(1) Independent, pp:l808-lO. 
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of the whole story is Rowan's study of those ancestors one 

midnight. There torn by remorse, he attempts to place the 

responsibility for his sin and comes to the bitter real-

ization that he must accept his share o:f it. The better 

side of his nature is usually dominant. His very ao~ression 

to Isabel of his past is a proof of his hi~h sense of honor 

and fair de~ling. 

Though Allen presents his problem with power and skill, 

he. seems to reach no real solution. Isabel finds girls every-· 

where sacrificing their ideals for the'sake of their love, 

and influenceq by this discovery she returns not through auty 

but love. Mercy rather than justice seems to be the author's 

sqlution, if he has one, and it is at least characteristic 

of his sympathy :ror the weak. This seems to be the only 

possible optimistic conclusion, but even it can be considered 

so only in Rowan's :fin.ding satis:t:action through the lif'e and 

happiness of his son--a rorward looking conclusion in keeping 

with Allen's conception of lire.and man's part in it. There 

is genuine pathos, though not quite tragedy, in his last 

words: "I'm tired of' it all. I want rest. Love has been 

more aruel to me than death.u 

Among the other characters who are of interest is Mrs. 

Oonye~s, Isabel's grandmother, whom Allen draws most vividly 

by the use of parallelism in nature. In her he sees the life-

ness to a beast of the jungle: "She awoke--uncoiling her 



figure--stretched like some drowsy :reline .. of the jungle--

sitting up with lit:he graae, deftly smoothed out the print 

of her pillow ••••• Tha action was characteristic; she was 

aare~ul to hide the traces of her behavior, and the habit 

was so strong that it.extended to things as innocent as 

slumber." The reader has the feeling, however, of' an over-

play of details. 

Then there are Rowan's mother, an ideal of her place and 

time, who is anxious to see Rowan become "lord of the manor"; 

Dent, his brother, one of those grave mental workers whose 

heritage never disturbs him;· Pansy, o:f plain farm folk, to 

whom Dent is engaged. Harriet Crane, the daughter of Mrs. 

Conyers, whose failure to marry was almost unforgivable ±rom 

her mother's viewpoint, is a weak, clinging creature who 

unloads all her troubles on good~natured Anna Hardage. Anna 
lives with her brot?er, the professor, who is in iove with 

his bo"oks, with people, and with nature. To him Anna is the 

"Madonna of .the Dishes" and the '!14adonna of the Motherless". 

Some humor is brought into the story in the character of 

Ambrose Webb and his attentions to Anna and Harriet, the· 

latter or whom he marries. 

The,finest of all the characters of the book, however, 

outside of' the hero and heroine. is the genial, old· southern 

gentleman, Judge Morris. In many ways his attitudes and 



habits are those Q:f the author. Though the Judge has missed 

in his own life some of.the greatest joys~, he has preserved 

an appreoi-ative, generous, hopeful. spirit. He is ·kindly 

toward everyone and especially sympathetic·toward youth. His 

habits of reflection have led him to ponder much over the 

disorepancies of'man's.li:re. As a lawyer he· has made it a 

practioe to def'end oases only, because. he feels that j;he 

accused is never the only criminal. 

It is through the Judge that the author puts forth his 

wish that Amerioa might ·become famous for some virtue, suoh 

as truthfulness, and that this might be the mettle of the 

Aaieriaan' s pasture. Rowan's. con:ressi-on is a· step in that 

direction, though it did not .bring to him the happiness he 

had anticipated. His punishment was an inevitable result 

of' his own aots and those of his ancestors. Yet through 

his recognition of the laws of lif.e and his ef:t:ort to atone, 

he lifts the moral standards of man a little. In this 

Allen indioates his idealism, which is kept from pure :rancy 

by stern realism, and hif;l belief in evolutionary theories 

as applied to things of' the spirit. 
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CHAPTER VII 

Later Works 

Allen's later writings reveal a decline in his art. For 

the most part they ~ack the substance and. the signi~icance of 

his lo~g novels and the charm .and spontaneity of his earlier 

works •. They are entertaining ±or the time and-are more variea 

in oharaater, but they have not the distinction o:r his :rormer 

work. In sty.Le they are more sel:L-consaious and artirioial, 

and while. some are lighter in tone, others are.shroudGd. in 

a misty symbolism. 

· In none . o:t Allen' a work did he Qarry this symbolism to 

the extreme that. he. did in an ambit.i.ous "GriJ.ogy which engaged 

.his attention for some years :rel.lowing the appe~rance of The 

Mettle o:r the Pasture. No other of his writings has called 

forth the bitter criticism that the two completeo. volumes o:r 

the series have, nor t~e varied interpretations of the mean-

ing hidden beneath the symbolism. No one seems to know what 

the author really meant. Here again he deals with elemental 

motives, and again he relates his characters to their racial 

history. The books are evidences OI his scientixic study, 

and. his pondering over. lite 's problems ana mysteries, es-· 

paoia.Lly questions of sex, becomes almos·t an obsession with 

him here; if ever h~ tends to grow"morbid it wou.Ld seem to 

be in these volumes. 



,The first vo.lume of' the trilogy, The Bride of the Mistle-

12.2., appeared. in 190~. In h:is- pre:Laoe Allen stated that it 

was ·not a novel.· Indeed it seems more like the climax or a 

story with the details of plot left to be tilled in by the 

reauer. The setting is Kentucky, and the loveliness o:r scenery 

adds much to the beauty of the book. The poetic rancy of 

the author is stra~gely mingled with evolutionary theories 

o:t hrunan life in his Sea and.Forest Memories. The story it-

sel:r is told largely.through the symbolism o:r the Christmas 

tree, which with all its various decorations has speci:ric 

significance·· in the .Ancient Forest Memories of the race. 

~he'.seoo.nd part, ~he Doctor's Christmas Eve (1~10), 

is leas mysterious .and mystical than The.Bride o:r the Mistie-

~' but it is also less artistic in imaginative beauty. Here 

the doctor's love :for the wii"e o:f his .1'riend not ·only means 

an unhappy spiritual relation in the-home· but it brings even 

a deeper tragedy in the gradual dawning in the mind of the. 

little son ox the real situation. It is through the son that 

much of the tragic· significance or the book is revealed. The 

fo·ur children of the story are exceedingly sophisticated and 

talk like adults. This book was to have been :rollowed by a 

third, The Christmas Tree: An Interpreta.tio~ but it was never 

written, probabiy because o:t the severity o~ the criticism of 

these two parts. 

Allen wrote no more novels; :tram now on his work consisted 
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of long. and.·. short. ''Storie-i:r·>;and<f an·ta.sies ,. most . o-f them··' appearing 

·first,.in.:ma.gaz.ine.s; •.... The Heroine ... in.]3r.onze ... (1912.) .is.>qne 

of· the· lo·ngest'· of· his·· lat·er··fiotion"··and· :perhaps·· the· most· 

pleasing. It is like:.AKentucky'·;~ar'dinal in its--:aut·obiog:r;:aphioal 

sugge·s:t_ion, though.,. i .t ,.,.la.ck&.-,;the:::, de·lightful:. warmth .;:and ;.,:,ap on-

tanei.:ty,; ... of. ,.the earlier .. work: •. ;_lts., s-tory. ·of; a:.young.~no;v:e:.l.isv . 

who .•... le:ft:,.the.:.Kentucky;:,.:bl.ue.;.~·gra.s,s:.:,:r.eg-ion.;and.;-~cam.e~ ... to.:.Ne-w:-. .York.·l 

Ci.ty::.to "begin:;.hi•s: ... career I' w:i~the:,,his:·,ha-rdships .. 1:· ... ~hi.s,,;.d:e:t·er.~ina.tion 

to ; succeed,,._ hi·s·: interes-t. dm;human: , na tur·e-.:. sounds..~. much; ,1ike 

Allen~ 5,>-own;,experie·nce·•· Likewi"se·, .. his·>·love·., .. for;: ~nature.-· is . 

. typ,i..aa.i:,.,~.-: ~'Of'ten9.~ ·he·rsays~ -·"as; .. ,,r .. ·.1.0.oked"·a.t".:~the::.:·solid.1.~b.~o,eks 

of hous-e·s; •.. I .twt.st-ed'-~'~nd:: -wr·ithed·tO·>get .loos,e;d:wi·,th .. ,-·sun,_,.:and. 

air ·and- .. spa.ce--··for .. ·life·, ·growth','"· ind•ependence;.·.tt. Or·: again, ; 

"I .aarried.·with. me·a.,pair: of· eyee~·-whieh,-.alighted .. gladly .upoJt. 

any : verdure:r"-'' ev-en·. the;•· boughs in . the· f~ortst ! s .:·:window bring.ing 

n tortux:i.ng•:;·memor i e s•::of :the:·::native>>-wood·s. ••. 

In:.this·•i·book.Allen:;J:las··got··· .. away·1largely .from.;.the·.•scientific 

viewpoint: of·· h:is·,··maj or··novels···and.·.,fias- ta.ken.,;more strictly- :-.~he 

nov:elist:'-s·,art'·as::his·:-chief concern;~·The· plot ... is ·Very-:,:s.impJ.e, 

involving~ •. two ... lovers ... who.se:.~ha.pplnes.s~:.is,.,ma.r.r.ed;;·by .. a.,.mis~ndere. 

~-tand.ing .•. :The ... chief.;intereat ... :.centers .. , in,_ .. the.' :yo.ung:: .. author.• s 

· probJ.;em·:·of ~:pl.easing .hie·-·:swee!thear.t or· hoJ.ding. to. his:·:,·i.deals .. 

·as ,a, .. writer, ... whioh~,woul.d,.,mean;.,,,an:i.a:rraignmen:t .. ;.o.f\.her.;;c,onduct 

toward him and a possible separation. He remains true to 



his art; and a happy ending is consummated through her change 

from a seemingly .exacting, pitiless creature to one who shares 

his high ideals of a novelist's mission. The bronze statuette 

has a significance as a source of' inspiration to the novelist, 

since it is.a symbol to him or the ideal woman he believes his 

sweetheart to be. 

The book is re:t·iecti ve of' the author's l_ove f'or the 

beautifu.J. ana. the rai .. e. There is also evident his love for 

the colors, white anu silver, noticeable in all his writings 

and especially here. "She lookea all. white and silver as 

though the mists of night had just.unrolled themselves· :rrom 

her.n And again he says, "About her fell vestments of the 

softness ana tint of woven ivory.n The reader is less interest-

ed in the mere story .than he is in the aainty and graceful 

style and in the charm of pastoral qua1i·ty suggested in the 

nature touches even in the city. 

The, Last Christmas Tree (1914) is a slight :fantasy present-

ing some of' Allen's meuitations on immortality. As such it 

is an expression or his raith, not exultant, but at least con-

taining an optimistic note, as suggested in the ded.ication: 

"To those who know they have no solution for the universe yet 

hope. for the best and live ror it." The question o:t life· 

a:tter·death, he says, has always b~en one o:f the greatest,.and 

never more ·Of a problem than now when we know so much about 

other things. Lire implies warmth, and he likens everything 
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to candles--we.human beings laughing.and .tear-dripping candles, 

aescending swirtly .to our sockets; and sun ana stars whirling 

golden candles in the long, long night o:t the universe. 

"Beyond wi.Ll have to 'be some kind of day, endless day." Man 

has always beJ..ieved, continues Allen, that "after the last 

star has gone out in the night o:r Nature, the orb o:f his sou.L 

will have but begun to flash the immortality o:r its dawn." 

Wi3:1\ this as an introa.uction he then represents two fir 

trees, the last of the race of living things, surrou~ded by 

a world or.white, discussing the earth and its rormer in-

habitants. To all their questions comes the one answer--

mystery. Fina.Lly the ooncluaing speec~ o:t the sol.itary fir, 

the other now bei.ng covered with snow, shows not only faith 

but a wiJ.lingness to acoept the mystery: "I then close the 

train of earth.Ly things. ...... Power, that put forth ·ai1 things 

=ror a purpose, you have :tui±-il.L.~d, without explaining it, that 

p~rpose. I follow all things into their.sleep." The whole 
' 'c, 

is a highly fancifUl prose-poem, revealing the author•s power 
.· 

of imagination and his skill±Ul use OI language. The reader 

feels the intense whiteness, the stillness or the ooean, 

whose voice is hushed with all others, the slow, ·bitter, wind, 

the eternal Si.Lenee. 

The Sword o:f Youth .. (1915) is a story o:L the Civil War with 

an atmosphere o:t s~ntiment.a.l romance.. The p.Lot with its few 

dramatic incidents is ~nly slight. The chie:t·_ interest centers 
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in the mental conrliat.o:r the youth, Joseph Sumner, in his 

duty to his mother, a ha.rd, embittered woman who aJ.most scorns 

him because o:r his undersize and his seeming lack of heroic 

qualities, and what he regards as a higher duty to his 

.country. Though he, leaves her in anger he returns at the 

probable cost .of both life .and .honor on account of her dying 
I. 

request to see him. Interwoven with. this rather grim situation 

is an idyJ.lio. love story which lends brightness and some 

sentimentality. It reveals also the youth's high sense·of 

honor in his re:rusal to accept any favor from his sweetheart 

until his honor had been fully vinaicatea. The artistic touches 

through the beauty o:r landscape add to ·the emotional element. 

The sentimental. tone and .the conscious workmanship o:t· the 

author, however, prevent the book from taking a place by the 

side o:r the earlier works. 

In The Cathedral Sins:er .(1916) Allen treats the universal 

theme o:ra. mother's love and se1:r-sa.cri:rice. The heroine, 

a southern~ l.ady of beauty and refinement , arou,ses the reader' a 

sympathy at once with her shy,. reticent. manner as she o:rfers 

herself. ror a model at the art schooi •.. The plot is very slight, 

but the scenes are tense and :fuJ.J. o:r suspense and emotion, some 

perhaps too ef±usi ve. ThELstory is :tu.J.l of· the author' a 

idealism. It is manifest in his comments on the music master 

whose work is to "rebuild for the world that ever-sinking 

br'idge of sound. over which Faith aids itse1x in walking toward 
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the eternal •. " It is evident also in the resignation or the mother · 

over the loss of her ahild which changes the look of tenderness 

of the earth in her face· to that of the expeotat,ion o:t eternity. 

Thus the author would suggest something even finer than 

happiness as a' conclusion • 

. The Kentucky Warbler(l918) is a study in aaolesoence, an 

at'tiempt t_o set forth the gropings o:r a boy's mind and .spirit, 

and the a.wakening through an int.erest in nature. . It is not a 

humorous treatment as .Tarkington's Seventeen; indeed there is 

little humor except in a :tew feeble a·ttempts at a. play on 

wora.s. It is rather a serious sketch, s·omewhat on the order 

of a parable, in which a youth, out of b.armoUY-.. with home~.-.and 

school and rebellious' against the circumstances o:t li:te into 

which he :teals that he is :torced, is roused to an 1n'\iereet in 

nature and li:te. and to an ambition· to c1.o something.worlih while 

through a lecture on the great ornithologist, Wilson. If 
I 

the reader is e:x:peoting the charm and delight of' A XanturrkJ 
I 

Cardinal, he will be disappointed •. Yet there is a simplicity 

in styl~, unusual ~or Allen in his later years, a sincere 

love for nature, and an earnestness of purpose. 

The Emblems. of FiaalitY.(l~i~) represents AJ.J..en ~n his 

most ·whimsical mooa.. .Its sub-title, A. Comedy in Letters, 

suggests both its character and its f'orm. It is the author ,·a 

one story in which the humor depends not merely on sly inter-

spersions. and touches here and there, but on the situation 
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itself. In it Allen makes use of an ,old form---tha.t o:t' letters, 

yet he does it with more than usua.i skill •. The plot, though 

·simple, is cleverly oonoeived and is based on the request 

of an eminent English novelist that' a young Amerioan writer 

send him £erns which he had described in one ox his novels. 

This simple request leads to serious ·entanglements involving 

the American novelist and his lawyer friend, and-"l:-<?Yal" 
' \;., . ' 

Polly Bol~s and Tillie Snowden, who hestitates to marry be-
. l . '.• 

oause she resents the idea that ·~woman must be. doomed to find 

her chief happiness in just one!" Though the difficulty be-

tween the novelists is straightened out to the satis:faction 

of both, the. love tangle fails of solu~ion, Nevertheless, the 

author concludes with the idea that after all, even in their 

irony, the :ferns have been "emblems of Fidelity." 

The story is characteristic o:f Allen in his observations 

on humanity. There is the ••cocksure"; lawyer, the spurious 

daughter of: the Southland, the g~ssip, the "modern" woman. It 

contains also much mild sarcasm directed against the literary 

profession, though doubtless even in the egoti·sm o:t ·the young 

Ameriaan's words is hiduen Allen's conception 01 his ideal as 

an author, "the shining thought that my li:te is destined to 

be more than mine, that my work will make its way ·into other 

minds and mingle with the better, happier.impulses of other 

lives. 11 

The Alabaster Box (1923) is a brief allegorical sketch 



suggestive 0£ the character of a kindly old' southern gentleman. 

It is made up largely of the comments of the various people of 

the town as they follow the body.of their fellow-townsman to 

his grave. Most of them are unfeeling and indiZferent toward 

the dead, whose goodn~ss seems to have been considered by 

many a sham and whose family were bored by it. Only a few 

appreciate his real worth and express it. Among them are two 

old comrades, one of whom sees in him the last o~ the old 

spirit or the old South and the other the spirit.ox older 

.America. In either case he lived too late to be understood. 

His real character is perhaps best revealed in the last pa.rt 

in the description of his attitude toward his physician. 

At the time of his death Allen was at work on a collection 

of stories which· were later published under the title,~ 

Landmark (1925). He was planning ana'utobiographiaal pre:raoe 

and an introduction discussing the short story, both of 

Which were l.eft as mere :rragments.. The latter is significant 

in suggesting the change in his attitude toward the use of 

background. In this he regrets the emphasis American writers 

and critics place on definite American background, and, though 

he still reels there.is a place ror that type of story, he 

believes that the short story that has a background of human·· 

nature only is a higher rorm or art. 

Following such a discussion, one would expect to Xind 

stories with lit·~le ba.okgrC?und, and this is tru.e for the most 
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P,art. !he Landmark,. the title story and the last written by 

Allen, is curiously local, however,.both in time and setting; 

yet in the father and son the author seems to see not only a 

:Kentucky :rather and son but youth in. the thick o:r its mortal 

conf'.liat with its :passions and weaknesses and the temptations 

of life and father trying to accomplish a timeless, world-

wide thing, to save a son from life's unworthiness. The 

Ash-Oan h~s,little of the element of the story, but is more 

the expression.of the author's views on sharing one's 

troubles with other people. The theme in The Violet is 

jealousy and passion and the setting is Russian. Miss Looke 

is peculiar in.that the slight basis upon which the plot 

is f'ounded is a mere abstraction. A young man :rall.S in love 

with the imagined personality of a lady whom he believes 

Miss.Locke is imitating. This imagined personality is no 

leas than Miss Locke's ideal of herself. La Tendresse, a 

brief fantasy in dramatic form, is a ~itting conclusion to 

Allen's last volume since it is a return in thought to the 

characters o~ his best loved work, A Xentuoky.Oardinal and 

Aftermath.· It represents Georgiana at the gathering place 

o:r those who have ceased to live on earth, no longer elusive, 

but wai·ting and longing :for the coming of Adam ~oss. ~hough 

highly f~naiful, it is rull or a plaintive, tender wistrulness 

and yearning, reminiscent of the former work. 
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Through these last works there runs a note of sadness. 

Though a melancholy strain is characteristic of all o:E Allen's 

writings, suggested even. in A Kentucky Cardinal, perhaps his 

moat joyous work, yet in his later riction this sadness is not 

counterbalanced by that spontaneous geniality of his earlier 

works. Where humor is present it is more artiricial. This 

note of sadness lllight be iµterpreted as merely the growing 

seriousness of advancing age. It might, however, be oon-

strued as a sense or. failure on the part of the author. His 

inability to reach the standard he had himse~f set in his 

earlier writing and to attain to the classic height his early · 

oritics had preaicted ror him doubtless- brought him dis-

appointment. His characteristic determination woUld not .per-

mit him to give up, however~ His use of more varied forms, as 

the novel in letters, the fantasy, the allegory, ~ree. verse, 

o~ the more conventional plot, all may be something of a con-

~ession on his part to the favor of the reading public. Per-· 

haps his disappointment is suggested in the brief travesty; 
(l) 

Heaven's Little Ironies, with its mild sarcasm-in the un-

happiness. of the heavenly spirit over his.failure to proeluae 

the Great American Novel. Yet.these last works have a 

measure ox· worth in them and· show a certain versatility, 

though they lack the distinctiveness of his former work. 

(1) Bookman, 51:616-19. 



CHAPTER VIII 

Oonclusion 

Allen was not a voluminous writer. He averaged little 

more than a book in two years and some o:t: his books were very 

short. Hie method of' slow, care:tul revision and painstaking 

oare did not permit o:t: a great quantity of work; he was more 

concerned with its quality. He had a high, almos.t saared. 

conception o:t:hie art, and as a result his work even from the 

first published volumes is not amateurish or immature, but 

always of a high quality. 

His early works met with decided :t:avor· at the hands of 

the critics. Almost without exaeption they praised Flute 

and Violin, A Kentucky. Cardinal, . ancl Aftermath. They looked 

on these as po'inting toward the classic and predicted a 

promising career xor Allen. Beginning with Summer in Aroady, 

however, the unanimity o:r praise ceased. His cri tias :railed· 

to agree on his major novels, some seeing nothing but beauty 

and strength, others pointing out weaknesses in structure as 
l. 

well as in thought.· Yet on the whole,~ ·the general impression 

was still. more favorable than otherwise. Of his later works 

the reviews were most conflicting. Though Allen's admirers 

still found delight in his writing both in beauty of thought 

and in expression, many of his critics round a misty symbolism, 
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a tendenoy toward sentimentalism,. and a general ±~ailure to meet 

the standard he had set Ior himselr in his earlier work. 

As a rep~esentative author or American literature his 

most outstanding qualities are his romanticism, his idealistio 

attitude toward life, and his distinctiion as a stylist. As 

a romancer he made use or the alluring charms or Kentucky 

lixe and sc~nery. He made his reader feel their fascination 

and beauty. Over the "feudal South" he cast the glamor of 

romantic color and used trauitional and historieal background 

with effeotiveness. His idealistic view of life forms a marked 

contrast to the realism of the materialistic age in which he 

lived,,and investing all his work is an abiding spiritual quality 

which remains with the reader long after the events of the story 

are forgott~n·. Re has :Eew so-called happy endings; yet he 

finds oompensation and hope in the sufrering and self-sacrifice 

of the individual. He has a broad sympathy for humanity, 

especially for its weaknesses, and a wholesome attitude toward 

life which give his work a certain ethical value. 

As a literary artist he holds a secure place. The ex-

quisi ta finish of his works, their beauty of diction, melody 

of sentence, their artistic imagery and poetic delicacy 

delight his readers. Allen's was a most skillfui araxts-

manship, a consciously but thoroughly learned art. His use 

of nature with his deep understanding of its laws and forces 

and his appreciation of its beauties gives him a unique place 



among American authors. Through it also he reaches many readers 

who have a kindred feeling xor the :rascination of the out-o:r-

doors. 

Like many other authors his best work was his earliest, 

· before he had reached his most sel:t.-conscious _stage. Here 

there is abundant spontaneity,. :rreshness, cha11 m, and beauty, 

combined with perfection o:r style and purity of sentiment. 

For such it is that A Kentucky Cardinal, Afte1 .. math, and 

Flute and Violin will continue to be· read when his later 

w9rks have been long .:rorgotten. Likewise his strongest novel, 

The Choir Invisible'·· and perha:p s The. Mettle o:f the Pasture 
I 

and The Reign o:f Law, will hold. a place· as expressive ox his 

philosophy. Thus in .the best o:t· his work he made a contribution 

to American literature o:r permanent worth. He represents a 

period o:r ·sweetness .and repose in our.literary development, 

says The Bookman in.commenting on his death, of w~ich.~e may 

well be proud and which we shall remember with kindlin~ss and 
( 1) -

a measure o~ pride. 

(1) Bookman, 61:249. 
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